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'Anything but an everyday experience'.
Philip Rahtz reviews Vol. I of Excavations at rork Minster.

Excauatiom at York Minster 1. By Derek Phillips and Brenda HeY"lOod; edited by M. O. H.
Carver. Boxed set of two hb. vols. 23 x 29 em. xxiii + 6S8 pp., 209 figs., '52 pis. (some
in colour), 39 tables. London: H.M.S.a., 1995. ISBN 0-1 1-300001-4. Price (boxed set):
£100.00 hb.

'Heroic and almost mythical' is how Martin Biddle introduces the campaign of
excavations uncler York Minster in 1967-73, directed by Derek Phillips from 1969
onwards. The first fruits of this great enterprise were the second volume, on the Norman
Cathedral of Archbishop Thomas of Bayeux (reviewed in Medieval Archaeology 30 (1986),
211-12). Now we have the first volume, on the Roman and post-Roman centuries, the
remains of which lay beneath that great structure. The principal text is by Derek Phillips
and his collaborator in post-excavation analysis, Brenda Heywood. In [g88, however, the
process of bringing this volume to publication was taken over by Professor Martin Carver,
'in fulfilment of the University ofYork's long-standing contract with the R.C.H.M. for the
production of the volume'. Some shorl cuts were taken (notably there was little feedback
between the specialist contributors), 'inevitable, if this volume, already nearly twenty years
in gestation, was to avoid being still-born during a lengthy pre-natal seminar'. Phillips is
described by Carver as a 'veteran of the difficult and dangerous years on the extraordinary
archaeological battlefield which obtained beneath a collapsing cathedral'. Carver has
been, he says, 'happy by means of a final nudge' (this year's understatement) 'to ease this
richly caparisoned old war-chariot into its merited place in the annals of British
archaeology' .

Colourful language: but no words can fully describe the problems of trying to record
archaeological data in over 250 separate cuttings made for the engineers, themselves
working urgently, and sometimes desperately, to arrest movement of the structure of one
of England's greatest buildings. The archaeological stratification, sometimes being
removed at over 40 tonnes per day, was much greater in volume than all other digs in York
put together. It could not be examined in detail, and a great deal of data was lost as 'a
Norman cathedral and a Roman military headquarters began to appear as the labourers
wheeled away the spoil'. Often the only record that could be made was a measured
drawing and photograph of vertical sections left exposed. Phillips was fortunately one of
Britain's best excavators, and a master of drawing and photography - over '5,000 large
blue flash bulbs were used ('virtually the major output of Phillips' (not Derek) Eindhoven
factory'!) Shifts were worked day and night, and it is surprising that more stress was not
engendered. Phillips comments wrongly (and bitterly?) 'that the report which follows is
couched in those everyday terms common to any archaeological study seems quite
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extraordinary to this author who remembers the five-year excavation as anything but an
everyday experience'.

Much of the publication is necessarily concerned with the very Roman and orthodox
detail of the great legionary fortress of the 1St to 4th centuries A.D., and this review must be
principally concerned with those aspects re.levant to the readers of MtdinxJl ArduuokJgy, the
5th to I I th centuries A.D. This structural and stratigraphic sequence was brought to a very
positive end by the building of Thomas' cathedral, involving inln alia a change of
orientation of 48 degrees away from that of all the remains considered in these volumes.
The areas excavated form a very small fraction ofthe fortress; even the Minster itself is less
than 5 per cent of the total area of 20 ha. Yel it was the fortress which was the principal
determinant for all subsequent urban developments, and a full understanding of the
sequence associated with the IX and VI Legions is necessary to consider what happened in
the 5th and later centuries. Especially is this true ofthe 4th century. The final reconstruction
of the fortress not only provided the sulViving skeleton for subsequent use of the area, but
its abandonment left a huge legacy of material culture to be 'noted, used, reworked and
absorbed into later strata'. The 4th century was also a time for what Carver sees as changes
in ideology, the fortress acquiring a 'ritual air' (see below) which may ofcourse be relevant
to the later religious use of the site.

The structure of Part I ('The Site') begins with historical surveys of Roman and pre
Nonnan York by Brenda Heywood and EdwardJames. The fonner is a dense account of
the Legions and their movements in a characteristically Romanist style; a decisive horizon
emphasized here and repeated at numerous points in the ensuing archaeological text is
'when the army left York', the withdrawal of Leg VI VlCtrUby Stilicho in 401. It is assumed
that this would have major repercussions on the material culture of the fortress. James
surveys the evidence more relevant to readers of this journal, both from archaeology and
from written sources, of the Anglian and later burials in York, and especially the difficult
problems of the various churches and monasteries recorded. An important point he stresses
is the recent reinterpretation of the inscription on the Coppergate helmet as being directly
related to nearby All Saints', Pavement (Antiqui[)l, 64 (1980), 134-39). This suggested that
the church is Bth-century or earlier in origin. The locations of the great church dedicated
to the A/mQ Sophia and of Edwin's wooden and stone churches of St Peter are impanially
reviewed here. James also considers the late Anglo-Scandinavian population of York,
estimated at 30,000 in the Ano'!)'l1lOus Lift ofOswold, a figure which hardly squares with the
c. 2000 houses in the Domesday Survey; the sacking of York in 106g is another decisive
horizon here, when St Peter's was burnt.

Most ofPart I (Chapter 3) is however taken up by Phillips' account ofthe excavations.
This is a detailed description, area by area, of what was found. The relevant areas of the
fortress are the principia, three barrack blocks, the adjacent streets and alley, and the
commandant's house on the NE. side of the principia. Each is followed through its
archaeological sequence from the I st century to Norman times in a series of phases both
structural and stratigraphic. Students would be advised to make their own detailed contents
list, to make the framework easier to comprehend.

The detailed accounts are illustrated by excellent photographs and very clear plans.
The sections drawn by Phillips are, in their original fonn, major achievements in pictorial
expression. They are, however, over-reduced, the thinner lines disappearing, and one
must question their usefulness as precise depictions of the stratification on rather random
planes. Although there are superimposed context letters, numbers and titles to 'explain'
them, it would have been more useful to have had \\'heeler-type interpretative sections
more directly linked to photographs and text, rather than these Bersu-type 'pictures';
ideally one needs both. The best piclorial record of the sections is of course the superb
series of Phillips' colour photographs, one of which is reproduced as Plate A at the front of
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the volume. The rest are in the archive. A future technology would allow these to be
published fully.

But now we come to the crux of the whole work as regards the archaeology of the
fortress in the post-Roman cellluries. Whilefactr are set out by Phillips, with the grave
limitations imposed by the circumstances clearly described, we have here two
interpretations of the 5th-9th centuries, one implied by Phillips' account, the other added
by Carver in the synthesis he supplies. This forms Chapter 4 of Part I, and will be
considered later, but he has also added paragraphs to Phillips' text, in italics, where he felt
that the interpretation of what had been found, what it 'amounted to historically', had not
been given.

The {\",o interpretations are fundamentally different: Phillips' maximalist view that
there was continuous activity in the area in the sub-Roman and Anglian periods; and
Carver's minimalist view that all the stratigraphic and structural features discovered are
either of the late Roman period (before and after 'the departure of the army') or of the
ensuing and better·defincd Anglo-Scandinavian use of the fortress area.

Phillips' view, which he had also stressed in hundreds of lectures in the past two
decades, was that substantial parts of the basilica and other structures remained roofed
until the 9th century, the final collapse layers sealing sherds both of Anglian pottery types
and more especially of York ware, currently dated no earlier than the later 8th century.
Looking at one provenance in detail (p. 65 basilica): ' ... sequence ... post-Roman events
... begins with the removal of the latest Roman flagged floor. This lifting cannot be dated
but laminations of charcoal and sand which took the place of the flags contained a little
York ware, which suggests that these materials were still accumulating in the late 8th/9th
century'. While admittedly the stratification is shallow (Fig. 10, p. 64) below the collapse
layers, one cannOI ignore a statement such as this made by an experienced excavator.
Carver makes a carefully reasoned case for the reconsideration of this context and the
significance of the York ware; he suggests that long activity, such as Phillips postulates,
should have left more than a handful ofsherds ('ceramic silence'); and that such sherds as
were found were intrusive from the later robber trenches ('invisible infiltration'). This
could, however, be interpreted as evidence of good maintenance. There is often little
stratification, and fewer sherds, in major buildings of this period or later.

Support for Carver's hypothesis comes from the result ofanalysis organized as part of
the publication preparation. Notably a deposit of animal bones, including a lot of young
pigs, in the upper part of these layers, was given a radiocarbon range, at 2 sigma cal, of
A.D. 343-416(P. 220).

It was fortunate, however, thal Phillips' text was reproduced in full, as a remarkable
record of what was found, skilfully collated from diverse sources, and marshalled into a
coherent narrative. At least the reader can study this at his/her leisure and compare it in
detail with Carver's study. Indeed, this is perhaps the firSl time in a major work of British
archaeology where there is anything like a dialectic. This is refreshing indeed, and one
would welcome more such discussion (and disagreement?) in published reports.

I was, in the end, persuaded that Carver's story-line was more likely to be nearer to
'what actually happened'. He does not regard it as definitive, however, and his disclaimer
is worth quoting as an example for research procedures to follow: '(My contribution is) a
crude preliminary reaction to the archive ... an agenda for work on that archive' and 'on
the research programme which can now be profitably pursued'.

For these reasons, it is Carver's synthesis (Chapter 4) that is used in this review to
precis the results of the whole enterprise up 10 the building of the Nonnan cathedral.
CaNer consolidates phasing into pnWdi.{,alion with summary plans of each period. The less
dedicated reader who has found Phillips' Chapter 3 difficult will find this easier. Indeed, it
may be a good idea to read this first, to get the broad picture, and then to go baek to the
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more detailed evidence on which it is based (though Carver has also used the archive
extensively for certain points ofcrucial importance).

Periods I -6 cover the pre-legionary environment and (few) finds, and the timber and
stone fortresses of the 1St-4th centuries. The 4th century, in Carver's view, sees 'profound
change of mood, life-style and use of space; new ritual arrangements, and heating in the
barracks'. Ritual features include the burial ofan infant in Barrack I and the burial, sealed
by a floor, of pans of a male who had died a violent death; and the deposition of an
outstanding group ofsilver and copper alloy objects. The centurion's quarters ofBarrack 2

are rebuilt on a plan and in a style more like a villa.
Following these positive and well-dated events in the later 4th century, in Carver's

Period 7 'the stratigraphic sequence crosses a chronological quagmire in which there are
really no fixed points until the 9th century'. The sequence which Phillips would spread
over three or four centuries is here limited to a sub-Roman phase in the earlier 5th
century. In this scenario all pre·basilica collapse layers can be correlated by their animal
bone assemblages; these include the young pigs already mentioned, and some sheep. This
is unusual in the archaeology of York, and suggests to Carver a 'non-urban subsistence
economy specialising in pigs and sheep, with a few cattle for draught: a small community,
operating locally with animals foraging in the fortress, and slaughter in the hall of the
basilica'. In other words, the latter has become a kind of market hall, with small-scale
agricultural and industrial activity: 'centralised local services provided by a reduced
community which no longer had access to the supply system of the imperial state'.

A similar sequence can be discerned in Barrack 2. Here alone some Anglian episode
may be responsible for an interesting group of finds, including ponery of the 5th-7th
cenruries and the bezel of a Merovingian finger-ring. These were, however, in dark soil
above the collapse layers, in soil which may in any case have been displaced from
elsewhere. The sequence here includes a reconstruction (Building 2X) of part of the
centurion's 'villa' into a building with features echoing Roman style, and a corn-drying
hearth and forge. The latter have thennoluminescent date ranges of 728-1026 and
710-900 respectively, and the forge at least is later than the collapse layers. So Carver,
while assigning Building 2X to the earlier 5th century, would push these forward into a
post-Anglian phase.

Environmental evidence from the whole sequence was obtained from the archive and
appears to show exposure to weather and other agencies of neglect and abandonment,
with honiculture accounting for the final layer of dark soil into which the later Anglo
Scandinavian graves were dug. In this scenario, we thus have a major hiatus in the use of
the fortress area extending from the later 5th century to the 8th. It is difficult to imagine
what the fortress was like at this time. Was it a crumbling ruin, the den of robbers and
other undesirables? A useful analogue here is Dioc!etian's Palace at Split, in which many
buildings remain derelict, but others house whole families, and whose walls may vary in
date from the late Roman period to the 19th century.

We now move on to firmer ground, in Carver's Period 8, in the strata of which Anglo
Scandinavian pottery is found in more realistic quantities. A cemetery develops in the
pn'ncipia, and there is industrial activity in the barrack area. Before we consider these,
however, it will be as well to comment on the elusive buildings which written sources
suggest existed in York in the 7th cemury and later: viz. Edwin's wooden church and its
stone successors. The discovery ofevidence of these below the Minster was one of the main
aims of the first excavators (indeed, as Phillips deplores, pursued to the exclusion ofother
dala). Tone was found, and their location remains uncertain. There are, however, in later
medieval levels, a series ofseventeen stLlae, which are compared by Professor Lang to those
from the Nonhumbrian monastic sites, and dated to the late 7th-early 8th centuries. These
are unlikely to have been moved far, and suggest that the earliest church ofSt Peter, while
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not under the Minster, is not far away. Carver favours a location SW. of the prinripia,
within the fortress, towards the junction of the uiD prttIJritl (Stonegate) and the uiD prinripalis
(Petergate). There is another medieval church in this area, St Michael·le·Belfry, nearly on
the 'Roman' orientation, which could be the successor to the earlier cathedral.

The An~lo.Scandinaviancemetery numbered 1 10 burials, roughly in rows, orientated
heads to 'W. , but on the Roman alignment. The skeletons were of mixed age and both
sexes, though there was a slight concentration of children delineated by stones. These
appear to have marked the W. end of a small, possibly wooden·railed, enclosure. There
were coffins of SlOne, and wood, and domestic chests (with locks and iron fittings) used as
coffins; and a boat·piece or cart burial. Eighty-seven burials comained charcoal, and thefe
are some pseudo-cists and skull·supports. Many of the graves were marked by nearly 50
slabs or upright markers which comprise what Lang describes as the most important group
of pre-Conquest sculpture found in this century, valuable not only for their technical and
art·historical attributes, but because many were in situ with graves, though not necessarily
of the same dates (i.e. most were reused). Dating independem of (but confinning) Lang's
criteria is provided by gth-eentury coins and a series of radiocarbon assays principally (at 2
sigma) of the 8th-I I th centuries, a secure tmninus anu qurm being provided by the Nonnan
Minster.

Who were the people buried in this cemetery? Neither Phillips nor Carver venture
any opinion beyond the rather bland blanket label 'AnglG-"Scandinavian'. Some may date
before the days of the Viking Kingdom ofYork; the three coins found in graves date to the
8405, although these strictly provide only termini post qurm. Other evidence such as
radiocarbon determinations support an Anglian identity for at least some graves. High
status indications are suggested by the gold thread (not described or illustrated in finds
chapters), the coffins and chests, and elaborate sculpture. Since there are women and
children, it is possible that they are members of secular or ecclesiastical families of both
Anglian and Anglo-Scandinavian date, including, according to Kelbye·Biddle (see below)
at least one Viking, and a Christian at that!

IfCarver is right in locating the earlier church further SW., we may see this cemetery
as an associated development on the NE. side, within the ruins or site of the principia.
Urban renewal is witnessed also by the industrial features referred to above, and also by
finds indicating the working of bone, shale and jet: 'moderately dense, even urban,
exploitation of the Minster area ... with the l:ia prinripa/is north of the basilica still in use,
and the relics of the principia and barracks providing a skeletal blueprint for the development
of activities within the fortress ... a precinct for the cemetery and for proto-tenements
giving out onto streets ... appendant to, or adjacent to, an ecclesiastical headquarters ...
the whole erased by the Nonnan builders'.

Carver summarizes the contrasting arguments for the post·Roman period in three
models, indicating his own preference, but allowing the last word to that favoured by
Phillips and Heywood. Useful appendages to Part I, the result ofCarver's analyses, include
comparable datum levels, distribution maps ofsignificant classes of finds, a concordance of
phasing and dating lists of finds from each phase of each area, and a schedule of
radiocarbon dates. Two reconstruction drawings are given of the central area of the
fortress (looking W. towards the R. Ouse); one of the fortress in its 4th-eentury glory,
the other of its proto-urban appearance in the late gth. These are evocative, but rather
'penny·plain'; we need here a Victor Ambrus or Richard Bryant.

The fatter Part 2 of the set comprises 'The Finds', in 35 specialisl contributions, an
'Assemblage Summary', and a very full index. Not surprisingly, most of the finds are
Roman; and these are expounded separately from those of later date. But readers of this
journal should note that there are a few post-Roman finds in the Roman section: the
?Merovingian ring bezel in Henig's intaglios; two rather odd antler picks among the
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worked bone which to MacCregor 'seem incredibly crude even for the Saxon period' (my
italics); and a number of the shale and jet pieces. Those designated as early medieval
(Chapter 6) include stone, pottery, glass, metal, slag, coins, animal bone, and human
skeletal material.

Lang's magisterial essay on the sculpture should be read 'with the parallel material in
his '99' Corpus, the same numbering being used; it will be seen how important these new
groups (7th-early 8th and early 10th) are in the context of the other Yorkshire material.
This section includes pigment analysis from residues on two stones.

Considerable progress has been made in the last two decades on the definition of pre·
Nonnan pouery in the area. Jane Holdsworth has classified the c. 650 sherds of 5th. to
11th-century date from the Minster (there were over 18,000 Roman sherds). The earliest
are hand-made ware of the 5th-8th centuries (c. thirteen vessels), an important group in
any discussion of Carver's 'ceramic silence'; it is suggested, however, that Roman pottery
'left behind' was utilized for a 'considerable length ohime'. How long? York ware accounts
for 171 sherds. Holdsworth draws attention to continental analogues for certain features of
this pottery, and suggests a later 8th-century date for its origins, at a time of wide cullural
contact: a rather earlier date than other wheel·thrown wares in England. The character
and dating of York ware is also fundamental to the understanding of the use of the Minster
area before the 9th century.

Also within the late 8th to 9th-century bracket are two jars of gritted York-type ware.
The Anglo-Scandinavian and Anglo-Nonnan pottery are the more familiar St Neots-type
ware, Torksey-type ware (made near York?), Thetford-type ware, and the widespread
Critted ware and Splashed ware. The time is ripe for a synthesis of all the pre-Norman
pottery from the North·East; there are now large assemblages fromJarrow, Whitby, West
Heslenon, Cottam, Flixborough, Wharram Percy, and York itself.

The glass, though sparse, is also relevant to any discussion of the status of the 8th
century and later inhabitants. A cabochon imitation jewel (7th or 8th century) is suggested
by Professor Evison to have been 'destined to be inlaid in ecclesiastical metalwork such as
a cross or book-<::over' (not a pendant as in Pan I, p. 218). The provenance of this is given
as EB 5 254, Building 4 (C); but this does not appear as such in Part '; has this find been
taken into account in considering ecclesiastical associations?

One of the most innovative and important contributions here is a lengthy discussion
of the iron-bound coffins and coffin-fittings, by Birthe Kolbye-Biddle, a class of material of
increasing interest in church archaeology. These include locks and other fittings, and a
discussion on the 'boat' or 'cart' burial in the cemetery. She suggests that here we have 'a
Viking buried beside the Anglo-Saxon cathedral (sic) in a part ofhis boat, in the bottom of
one end, or in a segment'. This occupant also had head-support stones, which she would
place in a Christian milieu. The orientation is also more nearly W.-E. than the other
graves. Of special interest here is a wider discussion of boat elements in graves, which are
found not only in places where they might have 'Viking' associations, but in churches such
as Barton-an-Humber and even Jarrow and Monkwearmouth. Pirie and Archibald
contribute a section on the nineteen Anglo-Saxon and Norman coins. Three of these (nos.
7,9, 10) are listed as phase 6Ai, from Anglo-Scandinavian graves, but nOt referred to by
their grave numbers. Difficulty here is compounded by there being only two listed in the
cemetery dating table (pp. 88-92), that from Grave 89, Coin 9, being omitted. A Wessex
silver penny (802-39) and a Carolingian deniv (840-77) are both exceptional; Archibald
suggests they may too be related to the proximity of an important church pre·dating the
Viking conquest of867 (i.e. St Peter's).

We have already noted the importance of the animal bone in Carver's re
interpretation of the post-Roman sequence. It is discussed here by Rackham and Allison in
relation to Carver's periods. Only seven pu cnll of the bone is from securely dated Roman
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contexts, in spite of the large number of Roman sherds. Thus we have a considerable
assemblage (over 3,000 bones) of the 5th century and later. The range of species
represented is remarkable. Conditions of excavation militated against the recovery offish
bones, but birds are well represented. The bone repon is detailed, and worth dose study;
it will be a valuable data-set when the animal bone from York as a whole comes to be
synthesized, a process fundamental in discussions of the urban and rural economy of the
city.

There is no full biological report on the skeletons ofthe Anglo-Scandinavian cemetery,
but the palaeopathology of67 is discussed by Lee. There is some evidence orviolence here,
but the data are otherw'ise unexceptional. Again they will be useful to compare wjth other
York cemeteries, but the quality of the sample is low.

The whole report ends with a detailed 'Assemblage Summary' by Carver and
Heywood, all finds listed by area and phase. This provides a useful list for reference.

Il will be clear from what has been said that this report, although a great achievement
in the face of formidable problems in excavation and post-excavation stages, is not easy to
use. The technical problems of phase and context nomenclature need a cool head to
comprehend. Phillips' achievement in producing Volume 2 on the Norman cathedral is
now seen to have been a remarkable synthesis. We should feel thankful both that Phillips
and HeY''Iood have been able to make their basic ordering of the data for this volume, and
that Carver has had the energy to produce the necessary synthesis. The divergent story
lines, remarkable though they are in the historiography of British archaeological report
writing, will cause difficulties for most readers. Il might have been better, if time and
resources had allowed, for Phillips' Chapter 3 to have been wholly descriptive, with all
interpretation edited out, and then for Phillips and Carver to have contributed their own
interpretations and a concluding dialogue.

One omission from the report is any biograp'hical summary of the identity,
qualifications and institutional affiliations of the contnbutors. We in York in 1997 know
who most of them are, but this is unlikely to be true of readers elsewhere, nor in subsequent
decades. This is especially necessary regarding the authors of specialist repons: to what
extent are they the leaders in their own field ofspecialization?

H.~·l.S.O. have produced the volumes to a high standard, especially the reproduction
ofmost drawings and photographs. I have, however, already made adverse comments on
the over-reduction of Phillips' phOlographs and pictorial sections, and on the problems of
the typography. One must also deplore the lack ofHarvard-style bibliographical references.

The price is inevitably beyond the reach of most individuals, but it should be readily
available in libraries, and is well worth serious study at an international level. Much,
however, remains in archive. Biddle implies in his 'Foreword' (p. xviii) that the archaeology
of the post-Norman phases will be available only in archive; but since that was wriuen, it
has been hinted that separate studies ultimately may be compiled by the University of
York, where Phillips is now in post.

PHILIP RAHTZ

An English Empire. &th and th~ £arty Anglo-Saxan Kings. By N.J. Higham. 14 x 22 em.
viii + 26g pp., 14 figs. Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1995. ISBN

0-7190-4423-5 hb.; 0-7190-4424-3 pb. Price: £45.00 hb.; £15.99 pb.
The primary sources which this book draws upon are almost exclusively wTitten ones,

with Bede's &desiastuaJ History predominant among them. Its time-span is chiefly limited
to a period ofalmost 37 years, from 597 to 633. Its thesis is that, long before the start of the
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7m century, me rulers of Britain were subject to one or other of a small number of
overkings (most of them Anglo-Saxons), and that by as early as 626 the orthumbrian
King Edwin had persuaded all the other overkings to acknowledge his primacy throughout
Britain, thus establishing the English empire of the book's title. The enigmatic document
known as the Tribal Hidage, Dr Higham argues, was a product of Edwin's triumph, being
drawn up by the Roman missionary Paulinus as a list of all the peoples whose own kings
were now subject to him, and of the tribute which each of them owed him in consequence.
Most of the book consists, accordingly, of a very detailed argument for the establishment
of this Nonhumbrian overkingship in me early 7m century and its survival until the 6505.
The scope broadens in the final chapter, however, where contemporary social stams,
ethnicity, and mat old chestnut the hide are discussed.

First appearances, then, might well suggest there is little in this book for the medieval
archaeologist. Certainly it makes very few references LO archaeological evidence, and its
thesis focuses on issues which, though not invisible to archaeologists, are ones which they
inevitably do not find it easy to identify distinctively. But there are two reasons in particular
why readers ofthisjournal need to know about it. The first is that it is umbilically linked to
its author's Rome, Britain and the Anglo-Saxons (1992), a book which no one can afford to
ignore, and whose challenging re-interpretation of the history of 4th- and 5th-century
Britain is the essential 'prequel' to An English Empire. If the nature and origins of the early
7th-century Anglo-Saxon kingship which Dr Higham proposes in the latter are to have
any credibility, there had to be an elite take-over early in the 5th century of a lowland
Britain which was still recognizably Romano-British in terms of its political geography.
That alone would allow for the survival of the pattern of provinces and civitaus and even of
the practice ofoverkingship, which he sees as characterizing the political landscape ofearly
7th-century Britain.

Unfortunately, we find again (as was the case with Kenneth Dark's analogous mesis
in CWittu wKUWdom), that the author fails to prove the case. His maps of the late Romano
British provinces and tiuit4Jes are based on very inexact information; he tells us hardly
anything about the circumstances needed for their effective survival into the early 7th
century; and his discussion of the origins of the four overkingships that he envisages at that
time (southern, midland and northern ones under Anglo-Saxon kings, and a western
British one) rapidly becomes mere speculation. However, we can never assume 'continuity'
when we find people living at different periods in territories which seem to cover much the
same area, but instead must always expect to have to make a convincing case for it through
closely detailed, substantive argument. This means that Dr Higham's two books have an
unmistakably symbiotic relationship: each derives essential support for its central thesis
from the other. It is vital, then, to realize that neither of them offers satisfaclOry evidence,
or even sustained argument, for the alleged continuity, under Anglo-Saxon military elite
groups, of late Roman territories or forms of political control, even though this is a
recurrent motifof both books.

There is a second reason why medieval archaeologists ought to be careful about Dr
Higham's latest book. It offers a minute and nicely \vriuen analysis of Bede's &clesiastual
Hislbry and of the Tribal Hidage. It purports to sort out the early 7th century and, in so
doing, puts dramatic flesh on the bare bones of the primary sources. The book interprets
the history ofearly 7th-century England, then, in a way which excites - both by its vigour
and by the insights that it gives lhe details of the lives of the kings. Above all, it is supremely
confident. Dr Higham boldly takes us where other scholars have always feared to go.
Presumably this means that the book's main conclusions will soon become well known and
that they are likely to be regularly quoted in isolation. Some of them can stand alone, but
many others plainly do not. The central thesis is persuasive only if we follow the aUlhor's
preference at every single fork in the route by which he leads us through the evidential
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maze. Too often, however, this means accepting a forced reading of a phrase or word in a
primary source, or acquiescing as the hypothesis ofone argument becomes the firm starting
point ofanOlher one, or ignoring each case ofspecial pleading and ofintemal contradiction
in the arguments.

This is not to say that Dr Higham's vision of early 7th-century England is wrong per
se. His book is an important discussion of what the period was like and - a separate but
similarly interesting issue - ofwhat Bede wanted us to think thaI it was like. We need our
own visions and unconscious preconceptions 10 be regularly shaken up by books like this.
But we must not be beguiled into thinking thaI conviction history is necessarily reliable
history. Less than half the picture, but with eve!)' piece in its proper place. is surely far
prefemble to a near-complete one in which the reconstruction relies on over·zealous
cutting and pasting.

STEVEN BASSEtT

And Shall These Mute Stones Speak? Post-Roman Inscriptions in Western Briillin. By Charles
Thomas. 20 x 26 cm. xxiv + 353 pp., "4 figs. and pis. Cardiff: University of Wales
Press, 1994. ISBN 0-7083- I 160-1. Price: £35.00 hb.

And Shall Tht.se MuUs Stones Speak is a complex and challenging account of western
Britain in the 5th-7th centuries A.D. Charles Thomas explicitly seLS out to write a history
of Dyfed, Brycheiniog and Dumnonia based on the evidence of the ogham and Latin
inscribed monumenLS of those areas. This is the first substantial attempt to interpret mther
than merely catalogue the inscriptions - 'the Class I early Christian monuments' in older
parlance. In creating this synthesis Professor Thomas glides across archaeological,
historical, linguistic and landscape evidence in a multidisciplinary manner few other
scholars could hope to match, and there is no doubting his unrivalled knowledge ofall the
stones found in western Britain from southern Scotland down to Cornwall. In passages of
sun-drcnched lyricism we are led from the French limestone uplands via tales of 19th
century Cornish emigrants to a 5th to 7th-century Britain peopled with named
individuals - King Aircol, Triphun. Teuderic. Anlach, Brychan, David and his father
Sanl. Not since John Morris's Age ofArthur has early medieval western British academic
history seen such detailed personnel, motives and chronology.

The book is divided into three main sections. After some initial brief words on
memorials in general and ogham in particular we are led through substantial accounts of
SW. Wales (Demetia) to Brycheiniog, and then to Dumnonia. The linking theme is the
evidence of Irish immigrants and their role in the emergence ofkingdoms and Christianity
within those three areas. Crucial to the chronology and much of the narrative is a new
typology of the Class I stones. This classifies the stones of Dyfed into four groups: (a)
ogham-only inscriptions in the very early 5th century; (b) complete bilinguals, where the
full text is given in both ogham and Latin, which follow from the mid 5th century; (c)
partial bilinguals, where the ogham repeats only the name alongside a longer Latin
inscription, which also begins in the mid 5th century; (d) a fourth type similar to (c) but
which contains Latin wording indicative of Christianity, including the common hit: im:i1
fonnula, and which begins in the later 5th century. Although this appears to be a new
typology for the Class 1 stones, various types are excluded. Thus a fifth group of short
Latin inscriptions ('filius' stones) is listed as untyped and dated mainly to the 6th century,
and another group of longer Latin inscriptions, 'extended Latinate', which are dated to the
mid 5th-6th centuries, are likewise excluded.

From distribution maps of these various types, dated by this sequence but with
epigraphic and linguistic variations, Thomas sets out to show the spread oflrish settlers in
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Wales from an initial late 4th/early sth-century settlement on the T, Pembrokeshire/
Cardiganshire coast till they wert: linguistically absorbed into the wider Irish/Welsh
kingdom of Dyfed by the 7m century. Further maps show a late stb-cemury migration of
high-born Irish into Brycheiniog to found the eponymous kingdom, and then a subsequent
venture over the 'Severn Sea' A.D. c. 500 which takes Demetian and Brccon Irish into SW.
England to establish influential Christian enclaves in a largely pagan Dumnonia.

There is a great deal here to challenge and interest the specialist. The numerous maps
will provide a great deal ofopportunity for creative speculation in a firm landscape context.
But how secure is the typology and chronology? The primacy placed on ogham mono
lingual inscriptions is partly (and explicilly) based on Damian McManus's important
synthesis on ogham published in '99 I. However the chronology of ogham remains
uncertain and the sequence presemed here is open to argument. The idea that the western
seaboard distribution of the Class 1 stones is substamially Irish - they are absent from
much of the British Christian West such as Gwem and Somerset - is not a new one, but
what is the relationship between the more Romanized stones, the continental formulae,
and the new Thomas a, b, c, d sequence? By concentrating largely on SW. Wales and
Dumnonia and virtually ignoring N. Wales, Man and southern Scotland (the latter
published separately as Thomas 1992) we are not presented with a convincing unified view
of the Class 1 stones as a single phenomenon, though that still seems implicit elsewhere in
the volume. 'What seems lacking in the discussion of the stones is an overall explanation of
methodology. Thus at times we are given epigraphic and linguistic dates to a 3D-year
accuracy. Yet elsewhere Jackson's linguistic dating, and the application of epigraphy by
others, are rejected. Though the book may be aimed at a wider public a more explicit
justification of the key chronology seems necessary, particularly since two recent accounts
of the stones have shied away from any precise dating.

Perhaps the most controversial aspect of the book is its use of historical documents.
When Rhigyfarch's I I th-century Life of St David is joined to the Demetian king-lists to
support a late 5th-century foundation for St David's we are on dangerous ground. When
the medieval De Situ BTuhmiauc and Ccgnado Brydran are used to write a detailed account of
late 5th-century Brycheniog I suspect we have gone beyond 'controlled inference and
cautious suggestion' or even legitimate 'model building'. With these very late sources and
a great deal of inference Thomas brings Brychan back from Dyfed (rather than Ireland as
in the text), has him rule into old age and retire to a monastery on Lundy; he was buried in
a cist which was excavated in 1969; under the name Nechtan his body was translated to
Devon and reburied as St Nechtan at Hartland. Thomas is clearly aware that this is
controversial stuff and he challenges any doubting readers to come up with more
convincing explanations. But when (Garth) Malrun becomes the Great Mother (goddess)
rising out of Uangorse Lake, or when kings Teudfall and Teuderic become descendants of
an Antonius Gregorius, hypothctical governor at Cirencester, the 'walls of Camelot' look
coldly factual in comparison.

However, though some of Thomas's usc of history may dismay archaeologists
chastened by David Dumville's strictures of the late '970s, there is still much in this book
to read and ponder. The examination of the stones for personnel and meaning still has
much to offer us. The numerous maps are a challenge to further interpretation. Can we
accept the premise that single-name stones are ecclesiastical? How do the 'sub·Roman'
stones interact with the Irish ogham standing·stone tradition? Do enough of the original
stones survive and do we know how common certain names were: if we are to link families
in Dumnonia, Brecon and Dyfed through the occurrence of names on the stones? The
map showing the occurrence of Dumnonian stones ofThomas's intrusive types, which lie
on major Domesday estates, is a dramatic revelation. Likewise the recognition that many
of the Class 1 stones need not be Christian, that the adoption of Latinity and Christianity
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may be separate processes, and that Christianity may have reached, or at least become
important in, different paru of Wales and Dumnonia at different dates are important
insights.

This book has much in it of value, but without a breadth of interdisciplinary
knowledge (which I suspect few academics, and even fewer ordinary readers, now have)
there is much to mislead the unwary. Aimed explicitly at the general public, I fear this will
spawn a new generation of questionable church-door histories and bad essays by naiVe
students. Perhaps we now need independent specialist studies of the history, epigraphy,
linguistics and landscape before more secure synthesis is possible. It will be to our detriment
if Thomas's many insights and his knowledge of the landscapes are blurred by the more
speculative of his suggestions, but this book is a challenge to western early medievalists to
continue the interdisciplinary work which he rightly says is the key to understanding the
'mute stones' and the societies which created them.

Stttltmmt and Social Organi<.aJiJ:m. The Merouingian Region ofMtt<. By Guy Halsall. 307 pp., 99
figs. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, '995. IS8N 0-521-44256-7. Price:
£50.oohb.

Fifteen years ago, at the Society for Medieval Archaeology's 25th conference, Philip
Rahtz speculated upon the fUlure of the discipline. Professor of the newly·created
Department of Archaeology in York University, Rahtz, despite his advancing years,
wanted to be close to the cUlting edge of the discipline, while his background in field
archaeology restrained him from being too enthusiastic about new approaches. Theory
and practice, in his opinion, had to be connected. But he was troubled by how this might
happen, insofar as much of the New Archaeology seemed incompatible with medieval
history. How happy, then, Guy Halsall's book must make him! One ofYork's outstanding
students has written an excellent analytical history that ranks with the best of modern
approaches to early medieval Europe.

Halsall's book is a veritable loUT tleforce that reflects a scholar bubbling with enthusiasm
(in that Rahtzian sense) for his subject. The book mixes polemic, analysis and description
in readily accessible sections. The thesis is straightforward. Halsall examines one region of
North-Eastern Gaul, around Metz, in the period between the end of the Roman Empire
and the rise of the Carolingians. Using multidisciplinary sources he tackles a series of
themes, focusing upon social organization and the settlement system. In particular, Halsall
looks at the reasons behind the creation ofdifferent faceLS ofsocial organization (ethnicity,
gender, age and social hierarchy) in order to demonstrate that the transformation from
Roman to medieval was one of constant, dynamic social change and diversity, even
between the recognized periods ofdramatic upheaval.

The historical analysis is spiced with a familiarity with contemporary debate in
archaeology. The archaeology, unfortunately, is largely restricted to cemetery data, mostly
acquired in less than satisfactory circumstances. The archaeology of Mett, as such, is thin
to negligible, as is the archaeology of the settlements in its catchment. The book's most
stimulating sections confront the nature of change. Beginning with 'A farewell to the
"longue duree"', HalsaIl rips into a lively argument on the transformation of the
Merovingian period over 300 years. He rejoins this argument towards the end where he
explicitly states his objective on p. 278: 'this study has aimed to show that the social
organisarion which existed around 750 was only a generation or so old, the product of
social change in the early 8th century, and nOI of 300 years of gradual evolution.
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Furthermore, it did not survive long. By 800, it had itself been submerged by far more
widespread and far-reaching transformations'. 'It will no longer do [he writes on p. 282] to
reject 'histoire evenementielle ... it is time to reinstate political, even military, events in a
significant place in the analysis of social change'.

Halsall's great achievement is to write a book which will evoke great criticism as well
as much admiration. Suffice it here to develop one point hardly alien to Rahtz's thinking
fifteen years ago. In essence, the textual nature of this book (see p. 4) consists of the written
sources, a group of cemeteries, and some mostly ill-defined settlement evidence. To
develop Halsall's argument it is absolutely essential that the changing nexus of political
authority is assessed in the physical investment in palaces, monasteries, villages and uillat.
The ideological bases of written sources and the burial evidence - both explicitly
concerned with audiences - must be measured by the patterning of public and private
investment. Halsall is well aware of this, but due to an absence ofdata is unable to confront
it (see, for example, his comments on Carolingian Metz, when it was supposedly
transformed as a settlement, on p. 238). He should have reflected for a moment how his
analyses might have been improved if there had existed a study of Metz like, for instance,
Van Es's topographic study ofDorestad. With such data, wherein the rhythms of time 
of punctuated evolution - and the vicissitudes of investment are so spectacularly clear,
models such as Guy Bois' about the slave mode of the early medieval economy (Halsall's
straw man illustrating long blocks of time without evidence ofchange) amount to an ivory
towered fiction showing no comprehension ofa real world either then or now.

Halsall concludes by urging that his socio-economic model should be tested. Of
course it should be. Halsall has advanced to the limits of the extant data and methodology.
If the science is to be developed it is now transparent that only major excavations of the
principal settlement sites described in this book will advance the discipline. The tragedy is
that such excavations are unlikely to happen in our conservation-conscious European
discipline where research funds barely exist. As a result Dr Halsall will write more
rhapsodies on the Rahtzian theme, without having the chance to write a history that we
know, thanks to Van Es's work at Dorestad, Heidinga's work at Kootwyk or Theuws's
work in the Kempen, would genuinely take us beyond the paradigmatic limits defined, if
truth be told, by neither the New Archaeology nor post-processualists, but by the founding
fathers ofAnnates.

RICHARD HODGES

Tht Survty ifEar!>, Byzantint Silts in Oludtni?, Area (Lycia, Turkty). (Memoirs of the Faculty of
Letters, Osaka University, Vol. xxxv). Edited by Shigebumi Tsuji. 19 x 26 em. 248 pp.,
160 figs. and pIs., 13 colour pIs. Osaka: Osaka University, 1995. ISSN 0472-1373. Price:
not stated, ph.

This study represents a preliminary report on the results of an archaeological
expedition to the coastlands of Lycia, in south-western Turkey, conducted by the
University of Osaka over four seasons between '99' and 1994 and published with
commendable speed. The area chosen for survey lies some 20 km S. of Fethiye, and
~~mprises the land bordering a small gulf which extends 12 km W. of the village of
Oli.ldeniz, including the islands ofGemiler Ada and Karacaoren Ada.

The principal topographical source for this area in the 6th century is the Lift ifSt
Nicolas, archimandrite of the Sion Monastery; this is supplemented by a series of later,
medieval portulan guides for mariners navigating around the coast. On the basis of these it
has been suggested that Olocleniz be identified with the Byzantine town of .vrnbola, and
Gelimer Ada with medieval A)'a Nlkola or Perdicat. The survey work demonstrates the
importance of both places in the early Byzantine period, with two basilicas being recorded
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in the former and no less than five, besides evidence of streets, defensive walls and other
buildings, on the latter. In all, the report records a dozen churches in the survey area and
presents plans of ten of them.

The main church on Gemiler Ada (Basilica III), occupying the summit of the small
island, just over I km in length, appears to have been dedicated to St Nicolas of Myra. It
was evidently a place of pilgrimage, with a vaulted passageway behind the apse possibly
giving access to a deposit of relics. To the E. of this lay a small chapel, which appears to
have been rebuilt with pointed-arched openings and recesses in the 12th or 13th century.
Another church (Basilica II), lying downhill to the NW., is also associated with St Nicolas
by a fresco enclosing its N. door. This shows a figure identified by the letters EUlJ'ch[. . .]
presenting the church to HosWs Ntkolao[sJ in the presence of Christ. Tomoyuki Masuda
makes the bold, if speculative, suggestion that the figure should be identified as Bishop
Eutychianos, who is known to have made several offerings of silver to the unlocated
monastery of Sion between the years 550 and 565. On this basis the saint would be St
Nicolas ofSian.

The principal interest of the single basilica on the smaller island of Karacaoren Ada
(some 225 m across) is the secondary addition ofa baptismal complex to its S. side. Entered
from the narthex, the baptistery contained a cruciform font (I m deep); to the E. it opened
into a narrow room flanking the S. wall of the basilica. That this E. room was used for the
chrismation of those just baptized, before they entered the basilica itself, is suggested by
the evidence that, as at Kourion (Cyprus), it was provided with an apse in a later phase. A
similar arrangement is also hinted at in the more fragmentary plan ofBasilica I on Gemiler
Ada. It may be hoped that further archaeological work will enable these buildings to be
more fully analysed and their phases of construction more precisely dated. In contrast to
the larger island, the early Byzantine settlement on Karacaoren Ada seems to have been
exclusively religious. In addition to the basilica and baptistery, a number of painted tombs
ofthe late 6th or 7th century are also recorded.

Besides the field reports on buildings, which are written by the various team members,
the report contains t\vo general historical introductions, one (curiously) in German by
Satoru Aisaka covering (even more curiously) the period from the 8th century B.C. to A.D.

43, and the second by Koji Nakatani dealing (more usefully) with Lycia from the 4th to the
loth century A.D. - what happened during the first three centuries of Roman rule is left
to our imagination. Inscriptions ranging from Roman to early 20th-century are reported
on by Toshio Masuda, and pottery from surface collection by Toshio Katsumata. The
pottery from the islands suggests a period of abandonment from the 8th century, and of
reoccupation, albeit on a small scale, in the [2th or 13th.

The report is well printed with good plans and excellent photographs, including
twelve colour plates. The value of printing so many photographs of coarse pouery
fragments may be doubted, particularly as drawings would have been more useful. None
the less the report illustrates what may still be achieved by post-classical archaeologists
working in Mediterranean lands with minimal outlay and without excavation, and provides
what one hopes is merely a foretaste ofmore good things to come.

DENYS PRINGLE

Cadbury Congresbury fg68-73. (British Archaeological Reports, British Series 223). By Philip
Rahtz et al. 22 x 30 em. xi + 261 pp., 176 figs., 20 pis., 19 tables, 2 microfiches. Oxford:
Tempus Reparatum, 1992. ISBN 0-86054-735-3. Price: £36.00 pb.

The publication of Cadbury Congresbury will have been welcomed by all who study post
Roman Britain, and in particular those areas where Anglo-Saxon occupation came late or
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not at all. This volume represents the first published fruit of the heroic age of western
British early medieval archaeology in the mid 1960s to early 1970s, when a series ofmajor
sites were dug either with rescue or more commonly research funds. Since the publication
of 'Cadcong' the early medieval phases of Cadbury Castle (South Cadbury, Somerset)
have also been published and we are promised Cannington soon. Clearly the difficulty in
publishing poorly funded research post-excavation has caused serious problems, and there
have been considerable publication delays exacerbated by the demanding careers of key
personnel on these and other projects. It is perhaps notable that Iitue new excavation was
undertaken on sites of this period until the late 1980s/early '990S when fresh research
began at Tintagel, Longbury Bank and, the sole rescue example, Briton Ferry.

Congresbury provides much food for thought and the detailed excavation descriptions
and find-plots will allow substantial further analysis. It is important, however, that readers
do not skip the rather dense initial description of the excavations, no matter how tempting
the conclusions and final phase plans may be. It is clear that both soil conditions and
weathered limestone rubble provided very considerable problems which make the
identification of all non-rack-cut features matters of interpretation rather than absolute
certainty.

Further uncertainty is posed by aspects of the excavation strategy. The excavators
deliberately chose not to investigate Iron Age features. While understandable, given
limited funds, this undermines interpretation of the defence sequence since it is often only
by digging a site's earlier phases that the full implications of features and structures can be
understood. This influences our interpretation of which defences at Congresbury are Iran
Age, their condition in the Roman period, and the scale of post-Roman work. The report
tempts us to believe that the whole fort is in use in the post-Roman period, but excavation
of the allegedly late/post-Roman D-shaped expansions at the eastern entrance revealed
nothing later than the Iron Age. If the whole double enclosure was in use Congresbury was
of considerable size, and if we muhiply the eight major structures by the 95 per cent of
unexcavated area we would have a very substantial settlement indeed. But with the
exception of Tintagel is there any",rhere in the Celtic West with such evidence of size and
dense activity?

The structures also provide a challenge. A first phase (late or post-Roman) has
rectilinear structures which are then replaced by circular or polygonal buildings. This first
phase is important since it falls into the truly elusive 5th-century phase before the
Mediterranean imports reach western Britain. However, its chronology is uncertain 
late 4th/early 5th, or later 5th-century as the report suggests. Are the rectangular structures
convincing? There are post-hole alignments, but anyone who has read Philip Rahtz's
review ofCastle Dore will know the dangers ofjoining dots on complex multi-period sites.

The finds report is uneven in its detail. There are important discussions of glass and
pottery but other groups are scarcely interpreted at all. Here a serious problem arises. The
report title refers to excavations in '968-73 but neither the excavation section nor the
finds report fully deals with the important 1968 excavation area. Thus, for example, of the
four Class G brooches only two are published here, and we are referred back 10 the 1979
'introductory report' for important information on finds and the excavations. If this was a
question of space, perhaps some of the 32 finds distribution plans could have been put in
fiche, since in many cases they demonstrate the industry of the site recorders rather than
anything very obvious about the archaeology.

However, these criticisms are minor. Cadbury Congresbury is an important site and
its publication puts its evidence in the public domain. The synthesis and discussion are well
constructed with many interesting ideas which should contribute to the developing debate
on the nature of the post-Roman societies of western Britain and Iheir degree of surviving
Romani/as. For those old enough to remember the interpretational disputes of the late 1960s
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and early 197°S it is interesting to note that the site is now seen as a high·status residence
of a 'headman'/petty king/aristocrat though with possible ritual places within the fort.
Philip Rahtz and his colleagues are to be congratulated. They have given us much to think
about and in this report ha....e provided the tools for fruitful further discussion.

ALA.... LANE

Omtnhury. By Marjorie Lyle. 19 x 25 cm. 128 pp., loS figs and pIs. (inel. 12 colour pis.).
London: Batsford/English Heritage, 1994. ISB~ 0-7134-7315-0. Price: £14.99 pb.

Chester. By Peter Carrington. 19 x 25 cm. 128 pp., 80 figs. and pis. (incl. 12 colour pis.).
London: Batsford/English Heritage, 1994. ISBN 0-7 134-7312-6. Price: £14.99 pb.

Durham. By Martin Roberts. 19 x 25 cm. 128 pp., 97 figs. and pis. (incl. 12 colour pis.).
London: Batsford/English Heritage, 1994. ISBN 0-7 134-7287-1. Price: £14.99 pb.

Norwich. By Brian Ayers. 19 x 25 cm. Iz8 pp., 100 figs. and pIs. (incl. 13 colour pis.).
London: Batsford/English Heritage, 1994. ISBN 0-7 134-7568-4. Price: £14.99 pb.

rork. By Richard Hall. 19 x 25 em. Iz8 pp., 115 figs. and pis. (incl. 16 colour pis.).
London: Batsford/English Heritage, 1996. ISBN 0-7134-77 19-9 hb.; O~7Ig4-7720-2
pb. Price: £z5.00 hb.; £15.99 pb.

These five volumes are part of the impressive series of publications jointly conceived
by English Heritage and Batsford under the general editorship of Stephen Johnson at
English Heritage. Out ofsome 40 titles produced to date, these five deal with historic towns
in the round (as opposed to period specialities, e.g. Roman &lh by Barry Cunliffe and V"tking
Age 10rk by Richard Hall). Another MO are promised soon, namely Oiford by Tom Hassall
and Wincke.stn by Tom James. A general account of Post-Roman Bath was promised but
has now disappeared from forthcoming titles. Generally this English Heritage/Batsford
partnership has already established itselfwith quality illustrations and highly readable text,
for which the general editor should be congratulated.

Faced with this panicular group to read, this reviewer was eager to dive into each one
and have points on town development and topography explained by the local expert using
a well-chosen selection of the recent evidence and illustrations.

In the case ofNonuit:h this expectation was wholly satisfied, with clear descriptive text
that went straight to the key points of the town's development from prehistory to the zoth
century, using archaeology, standing remains and extant buildings. This was done in a way
that used and presented the evidence clearly and logically. It would be a good read for
archaeologist and tourist alike.

Richard Hall tries a slightly different tack with this his latest book on York. Unlike
Norwich there is now a number ofgood, general books on York's history and archaeology,
thanks in no small way to this particular author, so Hall can justifiably be more thematic
and less bound by prosaic periodization, using chapter titles such as 'A place in time', and
'Earning a living'. He can even get away with quoting Tony Hancock's line 'One hundred
ptr unt Anglo-Saxon with perhaps a dash of Viking'. One wondered if his final chapter,
'Supernatural York', would push this ghost-walk beyond English Heritage's most vibrant
living history events, but in the end this chapter's focus on death, burial and religious
practice from the grd to the 20th century proved to be a rather tame, if worthy affair. The
chapter on 'The urban environment' was the least successful and sat uneasily with the rest
of the book. It rather inadvertently seemed to fall into the trap of suggesting that
archaeologists are really only interested in wells and cess-pits. One or two illustrations
could have been better reproduced (e.g. Fig. 9 which is unreadable, and Fig. 25 where the
lines are breaking up).
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Chesll:r and Durham are thorough ifunexciting accounts. Cluskr takes a safe period-by
period approach, with sections written by different contributors. Considering that there
are ten in all, it is a tribute to the editor of this volume, Peter Carrington, that the book
holds together so well. Durham concentrates on the domination by casue and cathedral of
the medieval lovm.

The least successful of these famous five is, unfortunately, Canterhury. Ofall the lawns,
one hoped (0 find here a sureness of touch that would steer the reader through some
difficuh but crucially important remains. Hopes for an adequate explanation of church
building sequences wefe not met, and the decision to end each chapter with a topic
(topography, Roman gates and walls, early churches, Lanfranc, pilgrim inns, etc.) simply
does not work, despite an excellent choice OflOpics. A case of 'good idea, poorly executed'.

After all this one is left with a fundamental question: what are these books for? Are
they guide-books or histories, archaeological accounts or theme-busters? What, exactly, is
the audience which English Heritage and Batsford wish to reach? In lerms of sales and
print runs, there must be better sellers in this series (e.g. Hadritm's Wall, which has been
reprinted a number oftimes). It must be much more difficult to market these:: town volumes.
Are they purchased by visilors 10 use as guides while exploring each town (hence brief two
to three-page accounts on what to visit in York/Canterbury), or as armchair reading for
would-be travellers? There is no obvious consistency here, as each volume takes a slightly
different approach, and it would appear that individual authors were left to make this
decision.

Nevertheless, the volumes are a very worthwhile auempt at including historic towns
within English Heritage's successful and popular series, and they should be encouraged to
continue perfecting this to ensure that the public get access to good-quality evidence and
discussion.

MARK BRISBANE

Ex,aoalwns in tJu Marlowe Car Park and Surrounding Areas. (The Archaeology ofCanterbury 5.)
By K. Blockley, M. Blockley, P. Blockley, S. S. Frere and S. StOw. Boxed se::t oftwo hb.
vol5. and wallel with outsize illustrations. 22 x 28 em. 1343 pp., 580 figs. (+ 30 in
wallet), 163 pis. Canterbury: Canterbury Archaeological Trusl, 1995. ISBN

1-870545-02-8. Price (boxed set): £60.00 hb. + £7.50 p. & p., from Canterbury
Archaeological Trust, 92A Broad St., Canterbury, Kent CTI 2LU.

This is a report which deals with the development ofa townscape from pre-Roman to
post-medieval times. Volume I deals with Ihe slratigraphic sequence, written largely by Ihe
five main authors whose concern lies with four major sites excavated between 1978 and
1980, and numerous other sites excavated mostly by Sheppard Frere for the Canterbury
Excavation Committee.

The Blockleys, aware that time was of the essence in planning the excavations,
se::nsibly largeted their fieldwork on those periods likely to enhance our knowledge of
Canterbury, focusing especially on the later Roman and post-Roman periods. In drafting
the report they have also rightly synthesized their findings and grouped the results logether
under broad overall sile periods, leaving oul the detailed stratigraphic arguments. Even as
a synthesis, Vol. I runs to 448 pages. including 260 plans and sections, the larger ones
published as loose:: outsize figures! Could it have been pruned down? Unquestionably yes,
but would il have been right to do so? Possibly, but this gets into such questions as the
nature and size of the readership, and what the alternative publishing strategy might have
been. These are points for debate in another place.
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Notwithstanding the important Roman material, for readers of MtdinJa/ Arduuolog,

there is much of interest. Here there is a useful discussion on the multi-period dark earths
(Period 'l-l-5), which continues with a series of sunken-featured buildings (Period 6) but,
interestingly, no halls, from outside the decaying Roman buildings. We see at the Marlow I
and IV sites the gradual demise of the Roman road system, the presence of ruined Roman
buildings and the emergence of the late Saxon and medieval city of Canterbury. This is
required reading for students ofurban archaeology.

Volume 2 is concerned with catalogues of finds, pouery, coins, jeuons and tokens,
small finds, glass, bones, and building materials, the work of some 61 other contributors.
The pottery takes up 337 pages in all, the post-Roman to post-medieval material occupying
some 105 pages. Macpherson-Grant has done a sterling job in pulling together complex
sequences and very large quantities of material. He has been selective in his approach,
concentrating on those groups that would help to establish and supplement an 'objective
chronological framework', and attention is drawn to the Anglo-Saxon pottery. The reports
are made more useful through the use of thin sections, an innovation being the schematic
representation of the fabrics. Fabric descriptions are de rigueur in ponery reports, but
anybody who has tried to use them will agree that they are often quite unintelligible
without an example in the hand.

A significant and regrettable omission is that ofenvironmental material, especially the
animal bones, which are represented by a four-line apology. High-quality animal bone
reports from good stratified sequences are a rarity, and bones are all too often ignored or
dismissed, yet we devote entire volumes [0 catalogues of finds and ponery. One suspects
that careful attention [0 the animal bones from good sequences, in combination with
ceramics, will tell us more about how the site functioned, and its economic basis, than
endless repetitive catalogue entries ofrelatively well-known objects. Finds can be illustrated
and help to sell a volume in a way that bones cannot.

Ofcourse, catalogues of finds are all very necessary, but without a careful assessment
ofhow all the artefactual material is distributed period by period, combined with a critical
look at the nature of the deposits (and let us not omit the method of recording) we may be
missing crucial insights into how the different elements of the site at each point in time
articulated and functioned. This in turn provides a basis for assessments of residuality,
something which should be possible with the ceramics, all of which can then feed into the
guidance given to environmental specialists. In Carlisle we are addressing this very
problem on sites as complex as those in Canterbury; we have learned that some periods
display evidence for soil movement, and therefore the transponation of pottery and other
finds, on a considerable scale. This kind ofanalysis can then be integrated with the kind of
overview Blagg has provided for the Marlowe Car Park sites. Canterbury wiIl provide a
rich research seam here to be mined by students for some considerable time to come.

There are a number of minor editorial mistakes, inevitable in a work of this size, and
there are aspects of presentation and draughtsmanship that could be highlighted. The lack
of an index should be noted. The chronological distribution oflate Saxon ponery groups
(Fig. 384) is over-reduced and confusing in its layout. More thought could have been given
to the way in which the data is summarized. For example, following Blagg's nineteen-page
'Overview' there is a three-page 'Summary' with eighteen small-scale schematic plans,
whilst at the end or the volume is another 'General Discussion and Conclusion', together
with more topographic maps ofCanterbury and of the Marlowe area in particular, simply
tacked on as last-minute additions.

The compilation of a report on a deeply stratified urban site, sueh as that on the
Marlowe Car Park, is an immense task, the complexity of which all too often goes
unacknowledged. Technically difficult, fraught with frustration, it is a process which
involves blood, sweat and toil, leavened only by the occasional joy. Bringing such a project
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to fruition is worth more than a patronizing pat on the back, or a 'jolly well done, chaps!',
from some distant reviewer. For most of us involved with the big, exciting urban schemes
in the 1970S and IgSos, the legacy was the huge residual task of working through the sile
data and presenting it in a fonn that other scholars could use. For the most part there was
lillie training, and lhe only guidance in the pre-MAP 2 days came from peer-group
discussions and a handful of models by excavators of an earlier generation. The Blockleys,
Sheppard Frere and Sally Stowe unquestionably deserve our thanks for all the hard work
they have put in. Pity about the price - and lhe weight. A three-volume report weighing
over 6 kg is not ideal bedtime reading matter!

MICHAEL R. McCARTIIY

ExCQlJQlwns at RLtfcastk Furze, Thetford, rg88-g. (East Anglian Archaeology 72.) By Phil
Andrews. 2'2 x 30 cm. 147 pp., 102 figs., 9 pIs., 38 tables, [ fiche. Gressenhall: Norfolk
Museums Service, 1995. ISBN 0-905594-15-0. Price: £18.00 pb.

This volume is a comprehensive summary of a relatively large-scale excavation
carried out on the western edge ofThetford, S. of the Little Ouse River. The site was also
adjacent to the early medieval earthwork known as the Red Castle and it lay within the
probable line of the town's defences. In addition to the published volume a single s.heet of
microfiche is included which gives further detail on the specialist reports.

The earliest evidence for activity recovered on the s.ite indicates a Mesolithic presence
in the area, the first definite occupation evidence being of Roman date. However the
importance of this volume is in the detail it gives of the early Anglo-Saxon and late Saxon/
early medieval settlement evidence recovered from the site. The excavation area, which
was some 3,600 sq. m in size, contained nine sunken-featured buildings and various
associated features of early Anglo-Saxon date. The site then appears to have become part
of an area that was peripheral to nearby mid Saxon settlement before late Saxon urban
expansion at Thetford spread over it in the II th century. Evidence for various enclosures,
a street, house plots, structures and associated pits was recorded for me 11th to early I '2th
century period before the construction of the adjacent Red Castle ringwork disrupted the
settlement layout. Later medieval activity on the site was present at a much reduced, rural
level of occupation with a fann complex that may have been connected to the nearby
Priory of the Holy Serulchre.

As with many 0 the excavated sites S. of the river at Thetford, the low level of post
medieval activity in the area has left well-preserved archaeological deposits for the modern
excavator to investigate, and this volume presents the findings from this site in a clear and
well-defined style that is characteristic of the East Anglian Archaeology series. The use ofa
metal detector within a systematic excavation sampling strategy is also to be noted, and
must account for the high number of complete coins and fractions that were recovered
from the site. However, it is not clear from the report how many features were sieved to
recover smaller finds to provide a control for the majority of the assemblages which were
hand-sorted. This information would certainly have been of use in any further interpreta
tion of the animal bone report. Further detail would also have been welcome in this volume
to aid the interpretation of the excavated structures. [n Period I, for example, a circular
post-built structure is defined in plan but with no corresponding post-hole sections. More
crucially some of the S.F.B.s would have benefited from a more detailed approach. The
volume notes that they were excavated in quadrants, yet only sections showing the long
axes are illustrated. In addition S.F.B. 915 is noted in the text as having contained a
number of loom-weights, some of which lay 'almost vertically against the edge of the pit';
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this is later taken as an indicator of a collapsed floor in the structure. As the debate over
the reconstruction of S.F.B.s continues, this structure would have benefited from more
detailed illustration showing this vital evidence. The apparent lack of critical selection of
what to publish is a weakness in what is otherwise a dearly presented excavation report.
Some of the general detail could certainly have been assigned to the site archive, while
more information relating to individual structures would have been welcome. In addition
some illustration of how the unphased post-holes might relate to the early Anglo-Saxon
phase would have been useful, as the apparent lack ofsurface-built structures in this period
is crucial to its full interpretation.

Within this volume the late Saxon and early medieval periods are dealt with in a more
confident style; here the author has firmer ground on which to base his conclusions, as
various other sites have already yielded much background information for Thetford. With
its well-preserved archaeological deposits and lack orJater development, this town certainly
has great potential to reveal evidence for late Saxon urban development. This volume
makes a valuable contribution in this field, with additional and essential information on
early Anglo-Saxon seulement around one of the crossing points of the Icknield Way over
the Little Ouse River. The author must therefore be congratulated on the prompt
presentation of the results from the Redcastle Furze site, and his point that all potential
sites at Thetford must be investigated should be heeded as development pressures increase
around the town.

JOHN NEWMA.N

Excoualwns on MeJinxJl Situ in MiiWn Keynr.s. (Bucks. Archaeol. Soc. Monograph Senes 6.) By
D. C. ~'Iynard. 22 x 30 em. ix + 192 pp., 99 figs., 13 pis., 40 tables. Aylesbury:
Buckinghamshire Archaeological Society, 1994. ISBN 0-949003-15-8. Price: £ 18.00 pb.

Co/d«oJte. ExctJlXJ.lwn muJ FlLldwork 1966-9" (Bucks. Archaeol. Soc. Monograph Series 9.)
By R.J. Zeepvat,J. S. Roberts and N. A. King. 22 x 30 em. viii + 247 pp., 115 figs.,
25 pis., 44 tables. Aylesbury: Bucks. Archaeol. Soc., 1994. ISBN D-94goo3-14-X. Price:
£24.95 pb.

As the famous concrete cows stand patiently (only occasionally startled by illicit
applications of pink and orange paint) in one of the few green fields remaining in Milton
Keynes no-Ionger-so-very-New Town, publication of the archaeological investigations
which preceded construction in so many of the area's other green fields proceeds steadily
and purposefully. At least twelve volumes are planned or published, with the apparent
intent that lhe results of all the work which took place over more than 20 years should be
published, either singly or grouped together in thematic volumes. This is an admirable
goal, but an unenviable task. A map of the 82 sq. km area shows the road network for the
new city which, with its rectilinear layout and nodal roundabouts, brings to mind a huge
rttiarius' net: a comparison of Milton Keynes today with photographs from 30 years ago
suggests that this image ofswathes ofensnared countryside is rather appropriate. However,
the development of lhe new town did provide an unsurpassed opportunity for investigation
of the historic landscape in a large area which was of value precisely because it was
essentially unremarkable.

Excavations rif Medieval Situ in Milton Keynes comprises reports on twelve excavations
and watching briefs carried out on a variety of medieval sites scattered across the
Development Area. Following the 'Introduction' there are excavation reports for twelve
medieval sites investigated by the ~Wton Keynes Archaeology Unit (M:.KA.U.) during the
19605 to 19905. For each site, an introduction is followed by an earthwork survey, historical
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background, excavation/watching brief report and specialist/finds reports. The presenta
tion, as with other volumes in the monograph series, is very good. The volume is copiously
illustrated with drawings of finds, maps, earthwork plans, excavation plans/sections and
photographs, all of high quality and well reproduced. These, combined with a clear,
concise and infonnative textual report for each site, admirably succeed in conveying to the
reader the substance and significance of the excavations at each sile in an interesting and
engaging manner. This is a particular achievement given the length of time that has
elapsed since many ohhe excavations were carried out.

Caldtcolte: Excavation and Fieldwork 1g66-9 f is another collection ofexcavation reports,
grouped not by period but by area, comprising the 'area' or 'grid square' of Caldecoue.
Consequently the sites have a much broader chronological range, from the Mesolithic to
the post·medieval. A general 'Introduction' is followed by a gazetteer, earthwork survey
(of the medieval village, moat and ridge-and-furrow), historical summary and early
cartographic evidence. This general section is followed by eleven excavation reports, each
with its own introduction, report and summary. Specialist reports are included together in
a substantial section at the end of the volume. Readers of MedinJa/ ArcJuuoJog, may be
interested to know that although only three of the reported sites are medieval, the report
on Caldecone medieval village is by far the most substantial (comprising 38 pages of the
81-page excavation report section) and infonnative. The standard of both text and
illustrations is high, considerably enhancing the value of the volume.

The authors do nOI state as much (to their credit) but it is clear that this volume was,
through no fault of theirs, difficult to produce. The excavations were carried out long ago
by a large number ofdifferent individuals, not all of whose conclusions could be supported
by the authors (e.g. p. 35), and a recurrent theme is the limitations of the work carried out.
Almost every conclusion begins by expressing regret at the inadequacy of the evidence.
This is due both to the erratic ebb and Row of funding over the 20 or so years of
intermittent excavation and also, inevitably, to the fact that archaeological techniques and
ideas changed and developed over that time. For each site, however, the evidence is
presented in a consistent manner and considered evenly, and the limitations of inference
are honestly acknowledged.

''''hat, then, is the contribution of these volumes to medieval archaeology and history
today? This reviewer was born in the Ig60s - for me, work at Milton Keynes began a
lifetime ago. Inevitably, the belated publication ofmuch of the evidence contained in these
reports has limited the extent to which the academic potential of the development has been
realized. This is not to criticize the authors of the present volumes; indeed they are to be
congratulated for the steady progress of publication in recent years. But medieval
settlement studies have moved on from site·based archaeological investigations to
encompass a broader, multidisciplinary landscape approach. Regrettably the implications
of this did not percolate in time to allow true landscape-based investigations to be carried
out in Milton Keynes where the Development Area, given its size, would have been ideally
suited to this approach. Thal things would have been done differently today is
acknowledged by the present authors (e.g. Caldecoue, p. 53). Their challenge, after alllhis
time, must be to try to tell us what we need to know now.

In view of this, despite the limitations of the evidence available, it seems a pity that
there are no synthesizing analyses offering a wider perspective. The excavation reports
from Caldecone would have been greatly enhanced by a concluding discussion of the
changing patterns of occupation and exploitation in the Caldecotte area. The evidence
could thus be enhanced by interpretation in the light of infonnation gained from other
Midlands landscape projects. Similarly, the medieval sites volume cries out for a
synthesizing general analysis of the origins and development of medieval rural landscape
around Milton Keynes. So much of the vital infonnation - for ridge-and-furrow,
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historical background, early settlement form, etc. - is included with the published
excavation reports, but is never really capitalized upon. These publications are providing
the information we still need (well, as much as is realistically possible given the nature of
the original investigations) but they fall short of telling us what we really want to know. A
further volume, synthesizing and interpreting the information contained in these and other
volumes in the series, could surely be justified.

These volumes are also a timely reminder for the future. Recent government reports
anticipate the need for hundreds of thousands of new homes (many on green-field sites)
within the next few decades, and thus the threat posed by the new town seems to be raising
its head once again. With current archaeological techniques and ideas, will we be able to
learn from Milton Keynes? New development, if it goes ahead as the government seems to
intend, will present great opportunities to carry out coherent multidisciplinary investi
gations of large areas. These should enable us to tackle many of the questions about the
changing historic landscape which are presently unanswered. The potential is enormous,
but so are the problems: Milton Keynes provides an inspiration, but also a warning.

CARENZA LEWIS

South-Enst Perth. An ArchaeologUallAndscape. Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical
Monuments (Scotland). 22 x 30 cm. x + 180 pp., numerous figs. and pis. London:
H.M.S.a., 1994-. lSBN 01 1-4-94-'5'-3. Price: £4-0.00 pb.

This publication marks a radical change in the format in which the Royal Commission
for Scotland intends to publish the results of its fieldwork and survey. In the introductory
text the Commission states that the brief remains the same: to identify, accurately map,
describe, interpret and selectively illustrate the archaeological monuments ofan area. The
content of the volume, though, is concerned entirely with characterization and interpreta
tion. For the detailed description of each monument the reader is referred to the National
Monuments Record for Scotland (N.M.R.S.), where the information is available for
personal inspection, as well as by print-out or photocopy. Doubtless future volumes will
add to these the Internet. This approach is to be warmly applauded, since the cost of the
volume is less than half of the price charged for the last of the Argyll volumes. The
interested lay reader and archaeologist are better served by a very well-illustrated synthesis,
and those in search of a fuller range of information can consult the N.M.R.S. The volume
is copiously illustrated to the Commission's usual high standard. Figures and plates are
integrated into the text most effectively, though a consolidated list of figures and plates
would have been useful. The only really inadequate plan is the map alongside the
introductory text; stirring words on the Stone of Scone and Dunsinane, quite apart from
the more mundane Roman fOrls, are no substitute for their being shown on the
accompanying figure. Many of the figures, notably the larger-scale plans of monuments
and the illustrations of Pictish sculpture, set a very high standard and serve as exemplars
for archaeological illustrators in general.

The publication is also notable for its promptness. The fieldwork was undertaken
between '989 and 1992, with publication via H.M.S.a. only t\\fO years later. The
Commission for Scotland has an enviable record for prompt publication, but for material
so skilfully arranged and synthesized as in this volume, the speed of production is a
remarkable achievement.

The synthesis of the survey affords many new insights. It is argued that the social and
political divisions evident in later prehistory, for instance in the distribution of souterrains,
have their origins in the Neolithic. This and the study of the later prehistoric and early
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historic settlement make very good use of the information from survey, both in the field
and from the air. In SE. Perth present-day land use means that these techniques are very
complementary, and it is justly claimed that the basic evidence for settlement in later
prehistory and earJ history comes from the crop-mark evidence. Too often settlement
studies have focuse on the marginal land where infonnation from ground survey is most
easily obtained. Here we have a much more holistic approach, which pays dividends in the
results.

For the medieval period, the volume is of importance for its re-publication of all the
Ulant Pictish and early Christian sculpture in eastern Perth. The detailed study of the
medieval settlement remains, particularly the 22 upstanding sites recorded in the Sidlaw
HiJls, is also an imponant contribution to medieval settlement studies. Least satisfactory
perhaps is the artificial division created between settlement and architecture; a cruck
framed couage is included in the former, presumably because it lacked its roof and looked
vaguely 'archaeological'; 'architecture' is reserved for the final two sections, leaving the
reader a little uncertain as to whether the monuments recorded here fall within the
avowedly all-encompassing archaeological approach promised in the introduction. These
last two parts, on the ecclesiastical and domestic architecture, are a useful introduction to
the region, but would have benefited from the inclusion ofmore plans, even if this resulted
in fewer photographs.

Both as a landmark in the publication programmes of tile Royal Commissions, and as
a model of archaeological survey and synthesis, this volume deserves a wide audience. Its
price may place it beyond students, but hopefully it will reach a much greater number of
readers than the last inventory volumes, lavish but extortionately priced as they were.

ROGER LEECH

Bodmin Moor: An ArcJuuologi&aL Survey. Volume I: The HUmJJlI lBTUllcapt tI) c. 1800. (English
Heritage Archaeological Report 24; R.C.H.M.E. Supplementary Series II.) By Nicholas
Johnson and Peter Rose. 22 x 30cm. XV+ 131 pp., 56 figs. and 14 pis. in volume; 9
figs. in wallet; some figs. use colour. London: English Heritage, Royal Commission on
the Historical Monuments of England and Comwall Archaeological Unit, 1994. ISBN

1-85074-3819. ISSN 0953-3796. Price: £45.00 pb.
Those who have been active in south-westem archaeology have been anticipating this

publication for some time and for a number of reasons. \Ve have been aware, almost since
its inception, that the fieldwork and reconnaissance programmes on this piece of granite
upland have not just been of the very highest (J.uality but, through the absolute dedication
of the people involved, exceptional for the lIlnovation of their methodology and the
thoroughness of their execution. This is in spite oCthe fact that it looked like the recipe for
a dog's breakfast. Many organizations and individuals had a finger in this pie and it is a
tribute to their involvement and comminnent that such a significant result has been
achieved. Perhaps at the end of the day the root cause of this creative cohesion is the
landscape itself. It is archaeologically rich, principally in its visible earthwork sites, compact
in terms of cultural community and accessible through superb aerial photography and
detailed survey. Yet the greatest achievement of this enterprise is, I feel, what we cannot see
in this publication, and this must be the burden of my review.

First, what we do have. The publication consists of a relatively short A.J paperback
report inserted into a Rimsy card folder along with nine fold·out maps. My first complaint
is that my copy is already disintegrating under the pressure ofstudent use and at £45.00 a
throw this is not acceptable, although I can understand the problems of pricing and
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marketing involved. It is, however, beautifully illuSlrated with fine line drawings, many in
colour, in the highest traditions of the Royal Commission and with selections from the
mouth-watering air photographs taken byJohn Hampton's team. The text is a taut and at
times perfunctory commentary on these illustrations; it focuses smctly on data as
observable phenomena with a carefully minimal interpretation orrunction and sequence.

The first chapter, for example, sets out to provide a context for the study which is
almost entirely environmental in its content. The cultural elements are reduced to a single
paragraph listing of parishes and a reference to settlement as patterns set in topographies.
This sets the tone: the archaeology of Bodmin Moor is essentially a relict phenomenon of
the processes of an ecological system responding largely to physical determinants. For
anyone who has worked on the moor, whether farmer, tinner or archaeologist, it is easy to
sympathize with this approach when you feel the force of Nature or God in the teeth of a
gale off the Atlantic. To reduce context simply to those factors measurable by scientists
does, however, a grave injustice to the humanity of the moor. This is made even more
acute by the bald reduction of historical research on Bodmin Moor to a very brieflisting of
what we might call the 'hard archaeology', i.e. the positivist science.

There follows, in two chapters, a very useful descriplion of the procedures and
methodologies used in fieldwork and recording since 1979. Some of this has been revealed
before, but it is good, panicularly for undergraduate teaching, to have such a comprehen
sive description of precisely how one of the best landscape survey learns in this country has
been working. After this comes the substantive text on the archaeology of the prehistoric
and historic landscapes, and this is where the disappointments really begin.

The MO sections are similar in construction and have clearly been produced to a
formula. This consists of extensive descriptive typology of monuments, based on, and
privileging, individual structural elements. In certain cases this is followed by locational
and relational infonnation, especially for significant blocks of land, which is given the
heading 'landscape'. What I would like to have known is who set the fonnula and why.
This goes along with my curiosity as to the criteria used for a whole series of conclusions
about recording, typological analysis, function and interpretation. None ofthis is addressed
and all is left as if it were self-evident common sense. For example on p. 34: 'structural
features have been incorporated on a "presence or absence" basis'; why? The only purpose
seems to have been to make typology easier and more readily reducible to map form.
When the evaluation of monuments in landscapes depends on what can be seen, from
where, by whom and in what patterns of movement and work, surely it is important to
state what is attualfy there and to note difference within space and not in external
objectifying typologies.

My criticisms are fundamenlal and general and are by no means intended as a
refleclion on the endeavours and skills of the MO main authors and their collaborators, for
whom I have lhe very highest regard. The formula smacks of lhe dead hand of lhe Royal
Commission and I can only believe that the team from Cornwall are as disappointed as I
am with this publicalion.

The sources of my criticism are lhreefold. First, landscape is in essence a form or
cultural perception, comprehended from widely diverse viewpoints. In the Bodmin Moor
report it is striking that the only perception and viewpoint represented is the vertical,
whether in plan, photograph or survey. In addition, apart rrom the MO magnificent whole·
Moor plans for the prehistoric and historic periods and one other survey (Fig. II), no
contours are shown and water-eourses are only rarely depicted. This reduction of
landscape to a single plane and to patterns of archaeological lines has infected us all, of
course, and is a well-recognized product of our Enlightenment traditions of thought, but
the report carries this to extreme limits. So a statemenl like 'the RoughlOr summit cairns
are not only complex but very prominent, as if to mark or acknowledge the importance of
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the place' (p. 43) strikes me as fundamenwto what they mean, but this goes unrepresented
by any ground-level depiction and is totally unexplored in the text. Yel pages are taken up
with typologies whose meanings, in any sense of making history, are undemonstrated and
utterly opaque, except perhaps to a few anally compulsive archaeologists. By this process
Bodmin Moor is successfully dehumanized.

This takes me to my second point. Landscape is holistic and reflects whole structures
of thought in the conjunctions of buildings, tracks, boundaries, hills, streams, vegetation
and sky. It is not a confection of individual functional elements which are assembled like
Lego. Rather, if typology is to have any methodological purpose, landscapes as whole,
imaginatively reconstructed units need to be compared with each other to identify
meaningful differences out ofwhich history can then be made. It is these coherent units of
space and arranged material which are relevant to the human elements ofcommunity and
family.

In the Bodmin Moor report, for example, the medieval chapter C;) begins with a
careful consideration of the place-name sequence as an indication of colonial process
without any reference to the social frameworks of manor and communities, or to the
cultural mechanisms which infonn such change. As such it adds little to, indeed it detracts
from, the previously published and excellent article by Preston:Jones and Rose (,Medieval
Com\vall', Onnish Arduuol., 25 (1g86), 135~85) which extraordinarily is not referenced by
this text at all. Such failure to add to the sum of knowledge (even to deny it) is continued in
the long typological sections. These methodically build the settlements by simply adding
together the individual types of building (transhumant hut, longhouse, ancillary structures)
to create maps based almost entirely on functional morphology. The spatial variation of
settlement (macro and micro), to be seen on the superb Map 2, is scarcely commented on
and certainly nOl, in its own right, submitted to analytical rigour. Contrast all of this with
the flashes of genius in this text, which are the pans reflecting the work of the C.AU. on
the North Moor. Here you do get a sense of whole landscape and community which has
been gained by skilled and thoughtful fieldworkers who have a real knowledge of, and feel
for, the places they are moving through and recording. In particular, I would point to the
work of Peter Herring at Brown Willy, and here I can publicly urge Peter (as I have done
in private) to publish in full his wonderful analysis of this place which is othelWise buried
in a Sheffield thesis. Indeed, the R.C.H.M.E. would have made a more significant
contribution if they had simply paid for this, and the work of the C.AU., to be more fully
published.

My third criticism is again general. It is about the over-statement of point-of-origin
chronologies. The assembling of monuments to make functional (including ritual)
associations and thereby to construct maps of the economic past is essential, ofcourse, but
to represent that they are the primary, or even lhe only, source of meaning is misleading.
Looking at the Moor and its images I have always been amazed at the amount of survival
from one 'period' to another. Prehistorians seem able to accept that monuments have life
and purpose long after their original intent, but it is rare to hear of their continuance into
the historic periods where spiritual or ideological meaning is so pathetically left to
documentary historians. Bodmin Moor has always fascinated me because of the number of
prehistoric burial and ritual locations which were left lingering among worked arable fields
ofthe Middle Ages; see, for example Map 3 and Brown Willy. I have often felt that this has
some meaning in relation to the sentiment of medieval fanners for the ancients. So I was
excited to hear, on p. 24 that 'on Map 2 the prehistoric remains are shown against the
more boldly depicted features of the post-prehistoric (ugh!!) landscape'. Imagine my
disappointment in finding that in reality they are not. Does this reveal some fundamental
difference ofopinion about what should be done in this report? The text of the C.AU., the
fieldwork of the whole team and the cartography of the R.C.H.M.E. are in conflict. By
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contrast, Map 3, the work of the C.A.U., certainly does show both periods, although there
is no text I can find which addresses why it has been done, let alone what it shows and
means.

In the end, I looked back in the introduction for any statement ofwhat this publication
sought to achieve, so that I might begin to resolve this issue. On p. 5 we are told what were
the objectives of the whole survey, including the creation ofa soundly based archive which
has been superbly realised by the C.A.V., but there is no statement about the purposes and
objectives of publication, indeed it is not even mentioned, because, I suspeCt, it was never
resolved in advance. This should have been done and then the report would have been
able to aim at some specific targets which could have carried us forward. In the final
analysis, this lack ofdear thinking shows; and the result is a poor result for the large sums
of public money spent. If the Royal Commission's was the controlling hand, then it should
get its act together.

There has been nearly twemy years of interdisciplinary debate about the complex
issue of landscape and it is time that the senior institution of archaeological survey began
to reAect it. For me the final indictment is the crazy decision to separate 'the industrial
landscape' from the agricultural, as if they are entirely different things created by entirely
different people. The two have been intimate, indeed one, from the Bronze Age onwards.
Bodmin Moor is transcendentally about tin, water, land and people - not apart, but
together. To make that basic error shows an ingrained unwillingness to change a celllury
of impacted thinking.

DAv!.D AUSTIN

Tunber BuiMing Tukniques in London c. goO-/4OO. An Arduuological Study of Watnfiont
Installations and Relaid MatnitzL (London and Middlesex Archaeological Society, Special
Paper 15.) By Gustav :\1.ilne. 19 x 25cm. 152PP., 120 figs. and pis. London: The
Museum of London and the London and Middlesex Archaeological Society, 1992. IsaN
0-903290-41-3. Price: £27.00 pb.

This is a very readable and weU-produced book offering a synthesis of the 'organic
evidence' from the archaeological excavations on the London waterfronts. It is also the
culmination of a wide range of research by acknowledged specialists on related topics and
is presented in an accessible style which will appeal to the academic and the general reader
alike, which in itself is no mean achievement.

The spectacular results from the London excavations of the 1970S and '80S have been
the subject of many publications, including pioneering work by the author, Gustav Milne,
on the waterfront timber revetments. This subject, formerly of interest only to the specialist,
has taken on a new dimension. It is now apparent that lacunae in our knowledge ofdomestic
architecture and the environment of contemporary woodlands, can be filled by the study
of wooden revetments ranging from the 'broadly representative' to the 'unusually shoddy'.

Publications on London's domestic architecture are already well established as
essential works of reference. These accounts of 'desiccated foundations' of London's 9th to
15th-century houses should now be read in conjunction with this much richer source of
evidence. The waterfront revetments must be viewed not just as examples of medieval
timber building practice but as documents reRecting changes in vernacular architecture,
changes in methods of woodworking and tools, as well as changes in the woodland
environment whence the timber came. Ln this regard there is a considerable amount of
evidence for the transition from earth-fast to timber-framed buildings and for changes in
types of mortise which facilitated the development of fully framed timber buildings in the
13th century.
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The book opens with a clearly written introduction by G. Milne, outlining the context
and scope ofthe study. Chapter 2, by Brigham it al., contains e~ntial reference material
on dendrochronological dating and a glossary of building and woodland terms. The
catalogue of 25 (out of about 100 recorded) closely dated examples of timber revetments
compiled by G. and C. Milne is presented in Chapler 3- This is a good catalogue with
references to published works and unpublished archives - clearly the product of well·
organized and centralized data processing systems, allowing the distillation of essential
facts.

Within the catalogue, unfortunately, there are some irritating anomalies in the
presentation oflhe entries. In this regard me site headings need to be bolder, the archive
reference breaks up !.he lext unnecessarily and the site abbreviations contain some
inconsistencies. Billingsgate Lony Park, for example, is listed as 'Site code BIG 82' while
the structures are listed as 'BC 3', 'BG 4', etc., with both codes used on the diagrams,
e.g. Fig. II. Further distracting additions to the catalogue are details on site directors and
supervisors and those who compiled the archives, funded the work, etc. All this is a bit
introspective (although understandable in view of the authors' and contributors' first-hand
involvement in the excavations). In any case, the information would have been better
presented in the initial introduction or confined to the appendix, where in some instances
the information is repeated.

Chapter 4, 'Studying Medieval Waterfront Installations' by C. Milne, is a well
researched and concise summary and discussion of the subject: for this alone the book is
worth the price. The revetments are placed in context, especially with regard to their
implications for timber building traditions of domestic architecture, and for a feature
unique to river-front development, i.e. the significance of the tide and changing course of
the river. The builders were ever innovative in their efforts to improve the longevity of the
structures.

Brigham's chapter on reused house timbers is equally erudite. How strange, though,
that he should say the 'appearance of full-framing in Dublin may be attributed to the
Norman invasion of I 17 I', in view of the dearth of evidence for 12th-century domestic
architecture in !.hat city! The development of fully timber-framed structures in London is
attributed to a 'gradual and logical series of devdopments'. The same gradual develop
ments may have been taking place in Dublin, albeit fuelled by trading contacts with
England. Firm evidence for this debate is currently lacking but will no doubt shortly be
provided by the publication of results from Waterford, where evidence for 12th-cemury
domestic architecture was well preserved.

Chapter 6, by Goodburn, deals with woods and woodland. Links are drawn between
carpentry and other woodworking practices and some of the social and economic
implications are highlighled. This is well laid out, describing each stage of the process,
from species selection to limber conversion, and including lhe evidence from each period.
It clearly elucidates one of the main premises of the essay, lhat 'much of the hislOry of the
countryside lies buried in the towns'.

Essential to Chapler 6 are the illustrations reconstructing the parent trees, indicating
from which parts of the tree the wood was obtained. Here, as elsewhere in the book, the
illustrations are of first-class quality and presented in a style destined to become standard.
Throughout !.he text the illustrations demonstrate how much information can be presented
in a single, well thought-out illustration: information which is frequently absem or losl in
other publications even in the most accurate and artistic styles. The use ofpale, uncluttered
lines to illustrate the grain pattern has never before, in my opinion, been so successfully
utilized. Sharp monochrome photographs are well chosen and suitably convey the awe
which hitherto only those privileged to work with well-preserved ancient timbers could
have fully appreciated.
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The book is a testimony to those courageous enough to exploit a 'unique

archaeological opportunity' and those dedicated to the 'associated research and
publication'.

MAURICE F. HURLEY

Ships of the Port of London: First to Eleventh Centuries A.D. (English Heritage Archaeological
Report 3.) By Peter Marsden. 22 x 30 cm. 237 pp., 175 figs. and pis., 23 tables. London:
English Heritage, 1994. ISBN 1-8S074-470-X. Price: £2S.00pb.

Medieval Ships and Shipping. By Gillian Hutchinson. 18 x 26 cm. xi + 219 pp., gg figs. and
pis. London: Leicester University Press, 1994- ISBN 0-7 185- r413-0. Price: £39.50 hb.

For evidence of medieval and earlier shipping, archaeological sites form a resource
database which is providing information unparalleled in quality, recognized as important
by those researching not only the 'life trajectory' of boats and ships from tree to wreck, but
also harbour installations (berthing, warehousing) and trade (both cargoes and routes).
These two publications are, in different ways, important contributions to our understanding
of maritime Britain before the dawn of the Age ofDiscovery.

Peter Marsden is well known for his pioneering work over 30 years on the early boat
finds from the City ofLondon. Comprehensive publication of the better-known sites - the
2nd-century Blackfriars ship I (1962), the late 2nd/early 3rd-century New Guy's House
boat (lgS8) and the late 3rd/early 4th-century County Hall ship (lglO) - has been long
awaited. The individual chapters devoted to these sites form the core (50 per cent) of this
publication, which covers the evidence from London between the 1st and 11th centuries; a
companion volume covers the subsequent period. It goes beyond the customary
description/interpretation of a collection of site reports by attempting to reconstruct the
context ofeach vessel within the maritime history of the Port of London. Marsden goes on
to describe the fragments of many other vessels which were broken up and reused along
the Saxon and medieval waterfronts, which collectively provide an important though
partial perspective of the port's shipping through time. The boat remains described here
include clinker-built outer planking from New Fresh Wharf(1974), fastened with pegs and
not iron nails/roves, and fragments of side frame, post·920 to 955; pegged and riveted
planks from Billingsgate (lg82), POSt-l041; four riveted planks from Fennings Wharf,
Southwark (lg84), POSt-IOSI; a keel and garboard strake from Fennings Wharf (lg84),
post-g8S, and a wale, post-l030; an oar/paddle from Hibernia Wharf, Southwark (lg84),
probably of early 11th-century date; and the iron anchor found in Ig6g at Blackfriars, of
'Viking' type, and compared with those from Ladby and Oseberg.

The text is punctuated with historical surveys of the port at different periods: from the
mid I st to the mid 3rd centuries, in the later 3rd and 4th centuries, from the 7th to 9th
centuries, and in the loth and I I th centuries. These are brief synopses rather than detailed
historical analyses, and rely heavily on the archaeological evidence. The limits of the
artefactual evidence are quite clear: for example, early trade with Spain records olive oil,
but no other imports are mentioned. Distributions of clinker-planked ships from the gth
13th centuries and of their different fastening methods illustrate the extent of the broad
Northern European group of clinker shipbuilding traditions, and demonstrate that both
pegged and riveted traditions existed in Anglo-Saxon England. This reinforces Crumlin
Pedersen's view that they formed a variation within a linked family of traditions.

Turning to the individual sites in turn, some will be familiar to readers from their
interim reports, such as Marsden's A Roman Shipfrom Bladifriars (London, Ig67). Each new
site report is fully illustrated with line drawings of timbers and, where they exist, many

,
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superb early photographs, some rarely seen, such as the grand spectacle of the County
Hall boat being transponed on an eight-wheeled wagon bearing the sign 'ROMA1"l'
BOAT. LONDON MVSEVM' pulled by twelve carthorses. The wagon was preceded by
the museum's director Guy Laking on horseback, followed by officers of the museum and
L.C.C. in a motor car (just visible).

[n addition to the main chapters, the publication includes appendices on pottery (Jo
Groves), metallographic analysis (Brian Gilmour), Romano-Cehic caulking (David Cutler),
resin analysis (John Evans), dendrochronology (Ian Tyers), hair caulking (Michael Ryder),
theoretical stability (Marsden), and a glossary of nautical terms used (Marsden). For the
rigorous interpretation of early boat finds, one must sometimes undertake frequent re·
examination of the evidence and revise ideas. The author is to be congratulated for his re·
evaluation of the Blackfriars boat, critically modifying his earlier interpretations. For
example, the bow was originally thought to have been Aattened by vertical pre~ure after
the boat had sunk, and that the stempost had originally sharply curved upwards, with a
deep V·section across the bow. Computer simulations now indicate that this must be
rejected as impossible, and alternatives proposed. A sequence ofconstruction for the boat
is proposed in Fig. 70, though experimental archaeology may test the practicalities of the
stages advanced.

A few minor comments on the text: Mayen cannot be described as 'by the Rhine'
(p. 22), because it lies 30 km to its W., and Eijllshould not be confused with EijfilofTower
fame (p. 107). The 3rd-eentury quay at New Fresh Wharf is Fig. ISb, not t 5c (p. 28), while
Fig 13a is referred to on p. 26, but not labelled on Fig. 13. On P.33, Blackfriars 1 is
described as belonging to a native Celtic tradition of shipbuilding, later termed Romano·
Celtic', e.g. p. 97. A few drawings ofdetail are unclear: stippling on Fig. 30 Floor Timber
I and Fig. 3'2 is supposed to represent sapwood, and yet this appears impossible to judge
from the cross-sections of the timbers. In view of the companion volume, it is unclear to
the reviewer why Chapters 6-8 on early medieval shipping have been included in this first
volume, particularly as the evidence for the 5th-loth centuries is so thin. The details on
finds included in these shorter sections surely lend themselves to comparison with the 12th
century and later material from London in the second volume, particularly where Anglo
Saxon shipbuilding traditions are being discussed. These minor comments are not to
detract from a thorough and imaginative lxJ.ok which has achieved much in presenting a
large part of the evidence from early London, and which will encourage many 10 further
work in this field. The achievements in recording this infonnation are vividly reinforced by
Fig. 50, which illustrates the extremely difficult conditions encountered by Marsden in
uncovering the hull of Blackfriars I. The fate of these London discoveries provides a
salutary lesson - there is still Iiule provision for their preservation, except in an ad hoc,
projecl-orientaled manner.

Medieval Ships and Shipping is, in contrast, a broad survey of water transport in Europe
during the Middle Ages. It is a thorough and comprehensive synthesis of the subject,
divided into key topics: the main shipbuilding traditions (keel, hulk, cog, tools and building
siles), fitting, steering and rigging, the context of maritime contact between Britain and the
Olher regions of Europe, trade (commodities, packaging, voyages), ports (waterfronts,
docks, loading and unloading, warehouses, functional zoning), inland water transport and
ships in warfare. This logical arrangement is ideal for teachers, lecturers and students,
while the synthesis of the evidence for the medieval period provides a valuable and much·
needed resource covering a broad subjecl hitheno covered by a multilUde of disparate
texts and papers (some rare or expensive). Chapter 2 examines the nature of interaction
and innovation in shipbuilding: the breakdown of clear divisions beMeen the main ship·
types as defined previously, the development of hybrids, and the introduction of carvel
construction to northern Europe. The current debate regarding skeleton and shell-
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orientated construction is not entered into. As elsewhere in this book, the chapter
describing the archaeological evidence for fittings and gear makes sensible use of all the
available evidence, whether underwater or on land, from the iconography of seal
impressions, the Kings Lynn bench-end and illuminated manuscripts, to archaeological
discoveries (some very recent). It includes the recently discussed drawing of a ship on a
Catalan manuscript of 1406, the earliest dated depiction of a three-masted ship so far
identified. Elsewhere, the international contact between Britain and other parts of Europe
is seen through the evidence of medieval shipping, vital for trade and supply, in the various
regions: Ireland, Norway, the Low Countries, Iberia, France and Italy. The nature of this
trade is illustrated by documentary sources, and physical evidence in the form of artefacts
and finds from wreck sites, including the Vejby cog and Gdansk W5 wreck with its bundles
of iron bars and copper ingots. Waterfronts are an important part of the picture, and the
wealth of contributory information provided by their study is described. Chapter 8
highlights an understudied subject of medieval fishing: recent work has addressed early
claims that insufficient material evidence exists, and this chapter concentrates on sea
fishing (from nets and hooks to tidal fish-traps, doggers, crayers and herring tusses). Of
particular value is the end catalogue of boat/ship remains (and their fittings) dating
between 1050 and 1500 which have been found in Britain and the Channel Islands. This
contains information on what was found, its date, the circumstances of discovery and
excavation, comments and references, and includes some 45 entries. It is to be hoped that
the many previously unpublished sites will be the subject of thorough study and full
publication before too long. While more recent finds (such as the 13th-century medieval
boat from Magor Pill on the Severn foreshore) will no doubt continue to enhance our
understanding ofthe medieval ship and its operation, this book provides a great service in
collating all the different sources ofevidence, and it will be ofgreat value for years to come.
One can only hope that new updated editions will appear.

Both authors have filled gaps in our knowledge and highlighted others, and I have no
doubt that both publications will act as stimuli for future research.

MARK REDKNAP

T!u Viking-Age CoM and Silver rif Scotland (A.D. 850-1100). By James Graham-Campbell.
23 X 29 em. viii + 260 pp., 65 figs., 75 pis. Edinburgh: National Museums of Scotland,
1995. ISBN 0-948636-62-9. Price: £55.00 hb.

This work must be regarded as a real treasure·trove to anyone who is interested in
questions concerning the use of precious metals in the Viking Age, contacts bet\veen
Scandinavia and the British Isles or economic matters in that period. It comprises a
detailed catalogue, illustrations (photographs and old drawings) of all preserved pieces,
and details of them. Descriptions of hoards and single finds, together with analysis and
discussion, are written by James Graham-Campbell. The coins are treated in a separate
passage by D. M. Metcalf, and two appendices, one by P. Wilthew and the other by S. E.
Kruse andJ. Tate, examine the composition of the silver in various objects.

The book gives a comprehensive and detailed account of the collected mass of gold
and silver finds made within the present borders of Scotland. The main part of the record
is kept in the National Museums of Scotland; other parts are kept in British Museum,
London; Glasgow Museums; the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow; Lerwick Museum,
Shetland, and Thurso Museum, Caithness. The majority of the hoards were found within
'Scandinavian Scotland'. The material consists of 34 hoards and 25 single finds. Among
the hoards Graham-Campbell distinguishes three categories: mixed hoards, coin hoards
or coinless hoards. Usually the mixed hoards consist of silver whereas hoards without
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coins consist ofgold or silver objects, or a combination of both. These circumstances have
clear parallels among Scandinavian hoards and certainly give hints for interpreting the
record.

Hoards containing coins or pure coin hoards give indications of the chronology of the
hoards. No known coin hoard seems to have been deposited befo~ 930 and the depositions
appear to have ceased around 1060. No finds ofScandinavian character seem to have been
deposited before the late 9th century. Thus the chronologica1limits of the catalogue have
been set at A.D. 850-1100.

Graham-Campbell, in a short but valuable section, also discusses the hoards and
single finds which have been omitted from his catalogue. These finds are collated in some
check-lists. Fmds omitted include hoards ofPictish character (even if they may have been
concealed as a consequence ofViking activities), some objects which stylistically belong to
the 7th or 8th century, or Anglo-Saxon styca hoards. The latter consist of native-type
copper-alloy coins.

After this follows a chronological survey of the discovery of the finds and their
circumstances; in this respect also there are clear parallels to Scandinavia. They were
mainly discovered during the 19th century and in almost cvery case the circumstanccs are
very insufficiently known.

Chapter '2, by D. M. Metcalf, gives an ovcrview of the coins from every hoard, with a
general survcy of the composition of the coins and discussion of economic matters. The
main question is when a monetary economy was introduced in Scotland. The earliest
documentary evidence is supposed to be a report of David I, in 1114. giving a money
income of 100 shillings a year to Glasgow Cathedral. Coin hoards show that a pennanent
monetary economy was established in the 12th century, but also that this economy was
restricted to the Central Lowlands and southern Scotland until the 13th century. There
are signs of an earlier but failed attempt ofmonetarization. From the period between the
8th century and the I I th there is no evidence for the use of coins. Hoards from these
centuries are mixed, containing bullion and ornaments.

Metcalf maintains that an interpretation of these hoards must derive from the hoards
themselves. Important elements here are find-spot context, the origin of the coins, the lack
of pecking (i.e. test·marks made with a knife or the like) and the proportion of different
types of coins. Metcalf particularly studies coins of English origin, and notes that the
Scottish hoards show affinity to NE. England, the York/Lincoln region. Twenty coin
hoards are accounted for in detail.

The rest of the chapters are wriuen by Graham-Campbell. Chapter 3 treats the early
hoards, from 850 to 950. In his introduction Graham-Campbell discusses the Pictish
element and points to indigenous wealth and craftsmanship ofhigh quality, for example in
penannular brooches. An important observation is that no Pictish fragments have been
found in any hoard of Scandinavian character apart from the English Cuerdale hoard.

So-called Hiberno-Viking arm rings make up a large proportion of the objects in the
early hoards. They belong to thc period 880-93°/4°. These rings have lately been
discussed by John Sheehan, who claims that the ring type is of Danish derivation but
became strongly established in the British Isles, from where such rings were spread to
Norway via Scotland.

Il is quite appropriate that the large Skaill hoard from Orkney is given its own
chapter. This hoard consisted ofpenannular brooches, neck rings. arm rings, and so-called
ring money. together with a small number of coins which give a hint of its dating, or at
least a tnminw poll quem. It plays a central part in an understanding of the Scoltish hoards,
but since many of the objects in the Skaill hoard have parallels in western Scandinavia, an
analysis of this hoard has implications far beyond the borders of Scotland. The decorated
penannular brooches of the Skaill hoard are essential for an assessment of the origin and
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daring of the Mammen style. Graham-Campbell discusses possible areas of manufacture
for the Skaill brooches. According to him they may have been made on the Isle ofMan. As
we cannot know how old the brooches were at their deposition, there is a possibility that
the oldest Mammen items have a connection to the British Isles. The decoration on the
round bosses of these brooches also gives possibilities to an insight in Viking Age crafts,
and Graham-Campbell briefly discusses craft traditions.

Horn Fuglesang has put forward the hypothesis that the Skaill hoard, because of the
small amount ofcoins, is not a typical Viking Age hoard but rather a silversmith's deposit.
Graham-Campbell rightJy rejects this interpretation. The character of the Skaill hoard is
in accordance with a great number of loth-century Scandinavian hoards. Graham
Campbell describcs it as a norma! bullion-coins hoard consisting of prestigious ornaments
in usable condition, simpler ornaments including ring money, some hack silver and coins.
His interpretation is that this is a hoard 'active on more than one socia-economic level and
so is not to be categorized simply as a merchants hoard'. It might be a Norse chieftain's
collected wealth of prestigious gifts together with some means of exchange. Further, the
hoard was discovered within a central area ofoccupation on Orkney.

The later hoards, c. 950--1100, art: treated in Chapter 5. Here we have the main part
of the mixed coin hoards. The Surray hoard, tmninu.s post quem. 970, is another of the large
and important hoards of Scotland. It is instructive to compare the Skaill and the Hurray
hoards. They are close in rime, but Surray is probably somewhat younger. The Hurray
hoard consists mainly of ring money and the share of fragments is larger than in Skaill.
Perhaps Burray indicates a more pronounced use ofsilver as a means ofpayment. Graham
Campbell, however, remarks that the number of pecks is low, which could mean that the
circulation of means of payment was still limited.

The mixed coin hoards from the I I th century often contain hack silver with pieces of
ring money. Typica! hoards from the mid lOth century to the mid I I th contain fragments
of ring money whether they are coinless hoards or mixed ones.

One section treats the gold finds. As in Scandinavia gold and silver seem to have had
different functions. The types of ornaments are different; thus for example the Scottish
gold deposits consist to a great extent of finger rings, a type of ornament that does nOl
occur in silver. It is also noteworthy that gold seems to have been deposited more than
silver in wet surroundings. This is another interesting parallel to Scandinavian conditions.
The record is sparse and documentation of the finds insufficient in both areas; even so, the
find circumstances indicate that gold and silver might have played different roles in Viking
Age society.

In the last chapter, 'Context and Contents', Graham-Campbell summarizes and
discusses the Scottish hoards. Scottish silver hoards from the Viking Age consist mainly of
Scandinavian types. Like ornaments in Scandinavian hoards, many of the Scottish pieces
are stamp decoraled. Fig. 28 shows a survey of all stamps that occur in the Scottish
material. They are of lhe same types as in Scandinavian hoards and must show common
craft tradilions.

An indigenous type is the simple rings, the so-called ring money. They belong to the
Irish Sea region and seem to have been used mainly in Scandinavian Scotland. The limited
amount of hack silver in the Scottish hoards indicates, according to Graham-Campbell,
that Scotland was not panicularly advanced economically. In this respect it is also
interesting to compare the Scottish record to the Scandinavian. Thus the mid IOth-century
Skaill hoard has, in its structure, close parallels to hoards from various parts ofScandinavia
from the early and middle parts of the lOth centul)'. In the late loth century, the period of
the Burray hoard, $. Scandinavia has a period of intense fragmentation afthe silver, while
the W. Norwegian hoards show less fragmentation, with indigenous ornaments divided
into larger pieces.
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So this book contains, besides the catalogue and descriptions, a discussion which hints
at some central aspects of the hoards and their interpretation. It would be very valuable, in
some other context, to extend this discussion. One point of special interest would be a
funher chronological comparison between hoards from various parts of the British Isles,
first and foremost 10 elucidate contacts between various economic systems. The Scottish
hoards aTC also said to be ofScandinavian type. However, Scandinavia is a vast area and
the Scandinavian hoards vary considerably between various regions. An important reason
for this variation is no doubt variation within economic systems. The Scottish hoards show
affinity to western Norway, in ornament types as well as in the structure oCthe hoards.

A problem which needs more analysis is the question of the simple ring bars, the ring
money. Are they really money? If so, why do they not fall into clearly defined ,,'eight
classes? And why, for instance, do the silver pieces from the Burray hoard have a lower
silver content than the average? Maybe they are a phenomenon of contacts between
various types of economies. Perhaps they are analogous to the 'Pennian rings' in the E..,
which may have something to do with Arabian trade with non-monetarized areas to
their N.

The silver hoards from various parts of the vast North European region possess their
own distinctive traits and there is much important and exciting information to gain by
comparing hoards from various regions. Types of ornaments, and the composition and
structure of the hoards, can tell much about economics, politics, crafts and other matters.
This meticulous and many·sided survey of the total record ofa single region is exceedingly
valuable. We must hope that more regions will get overviews of the same standard.

BIRGIITA HARDH

Spanish Medieval CeramUs in Spain and the Bd/ish Isles. (B.A.R. International Series 610.)
Edited by Christopher M. Gerrard, Alejandra Gutierrez and Alan G. Vince. 21 x
29·5 em. 405 pp., figs., pis. Oxford: Tempus Reparatum, t995. ISBN 0-86054-n~0-6.

Price: £42.00 pb.
Twenty·four authors from four countries have contributed to this fascinating volume,

but beware- the vast fund of knowledge in this attractively produced B.A.R. International
Series is difficult to assimitaLC rapidly. My criticisms are few, the main shortfall being the
lack of overall synthesis needed to make it accessible to those most IjkeIy to gain from the
rich detail hidden amongst the Spanish language contributions.

The enthusiasm of the editors shows through, e.g. in their reference to the 'romance
of the exotic Mediterranean medieval world and the achievement of Islam in the Iberian
peninsula'. They aim to use Spanish ceramics to 'interrogate the lives and minds of the
society which produced them'. This complex culture is seen as a crucible of the different
peoples who have invaded Spain or set up merchant communities in her ports. The editors'
decision to retain the native language for the Spanish articles is a clear commitment to
building on them locally in the long term, and with good English summaries they can be
further explored with the aid ofa glossary of technical terms in the back ofthe volume.

The volume is logically divided into three parts, beginning with the 'Historical
Background' in seven papers by British authors. Derek Lomax identifies the strong regional
preferences which have coloured the country's history, through reconquest and the Golden
Age. In a different perspeclive Wendy Childs nOles that political stability was all-important
for buoyant trading conditions between Spain, Gascony, England and Flanders, so that
the busiest commercial activity coincided with periods of general European economic
expansion. Resident Spanish communities appeared in t3th-century Southampton and
London, Bruges being more vibrant in the following century. Cargoes included sugar, oil,
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spices and mercury, some presumably in ceramic pots. By the end of the Middle Ages a
wide range ofSpanish products was familiar to English consumers. They appear in customs
accounts for Spanish goods, sometimes showing prices ofSpanish pots.

Returning to essentials, Christopher Gerrard provides a useful synthesis of the
background and the classic literature of Spanish medieval ceramics, and Alejandra
Gutierrez provides a similar introduction to literature available in Britain. She highlights
the nomenclature of pottery types and prepares one for the marathon ahead, terms being
interpreted by different researchers in different ways (not unknown in insular ceramics).
The database of Spanish ceramics now maintained by the City of Lincoln Archaeology
Unit is a useful resource worldwide because of the imcrcontinental distribution of these
wares, and will help to sort out anomalies in nomenclature.

The second section, 'Spanish Medieval Ceramics in Spain', addresses six regions,
each identified with a schematic map showing the distribution of sites. The uneven
coverage of sites within regions is clear: on the Cantabrican coast Asturias has seven sites
while neighbouring Lugo to the W. has bUI one. The densest coverage is in the N. along
the coast and in the hinterland ofSantander. Some regions are not included in the volume:
does this mean Ihal no archaeological excavations have laken place? Whal of the delightful
Salamanca?

Jose Avelino Gutierrez opens with ' lew developments in the study of medieval
pouery from the North of Spain' and covers technology, typology and the chronology of
the major ceramic types in the region. A variety ofscientific analysis had been adopted and
found to be helpful in clarifying dating, mineralogical suites and the analysis of glaze. In
England we still rarely submit glazes to the rigours of scientific analysis. The reviewer
found some of the figures showing the development of specific vessel forms over time a
little confusing, in particular 'ollas' and 'jarras' with handles (Figs. 9.2 and 9.5).

The northern region shows great variety in the technology adopted, and a strong
conservatism that is reminiscent of central England. There is sufficient evidence to enable
general statements about spatial patterning, based on production centres, to be tentatively
put forward, but overall chronology is still weak. A synthesis such as lhis makes it clear
where Ihe temporal and spatial lacunae exist and allows a slrategy to be developed to
target these in fUlure.

Jost Luis Casado and Pedro Sarabia's paper leUs us about Ihe enterprising and
dynamic towns of this coastline. This part of the coast, extending as far as the French
frontier, played a strong pan during Ihe century of greal expeditions to the new
territories. Some go per ant of the boats were built along this coastline and their crews
came from the many small pons which also exported Castilian wool to Handers and
norlhern Europe.

\"'le then leave the coast and move inland to Aragon in the North where work has
largely concentrated on Zaragoza, Wilh few sites in neighbouring Huesca and Teruel.
Alejandra Gutierrez's British archaeological training shows through as she recognizes the
potential of a region which had yet to compare and contrast the ceramic use bet\",een the
Muslim and Christian populations. The region boasts a number of production centres
whose products need to be characterized. Documentary evidence exists which needs to be
integrated with tlle archaeological evidence and decorative motifs, which would lend
themselves 10 studies in fashion and beliefs.

The region of Teruel, famous for its architeclural ceramics, produced some very
attractive lustreware, and hislorical evidence records that lustreware from Calalaynd was
transponed great distances, but as yet 110 kilns have been found. Modem ethnographic
sludies have been pursued in the region.

Calalonia, suspended between the Pyrenees in the. I., Aragon 10 the W. and the
Mediterranean 10 the E., has a rather more even coverage ofsites across the region, with
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the exception of the NE. corner adjoining Aragon. This territory is covered by Manuel Riu
and M. Carmen Riu. The coarsewares (ceramicas grises) from the N. of the region look
reassuringly familiar to one used to British traditions, and in this region at least both
coarsewares and finewares have been treated even-handedly. The decorative motifs have
received rather more attention than the vessels forms and suggest no real innovation;
rather they are copies from other centres. A much wider range of mortars were used than
in the British Isles, and must reflect the culinary habits of the Catalans - the mixing of
herbs or the crushing of spices.

Another 'first' sees the use ofpottery in Gothic church vaulting 'in order to reduce the
weight of vaulting in the ceilings' during the later medieval period. In Seville, in the S. of
the country, wasters were used as packing to fill the spaces between the massive walls of the
cathedral.

To the S. of Catalonia lies Valencia, famous for its oranges and the production of tin
glaze earthenware. By contrast with Catalonia all eight sites are clustered close together;
the hinterland, away from the coast, appears to be uncharted territory for medievalists.
Franc;:ois Amigues's technical paper would interest working potters, describing the
workshop, its production area, the area where the clay is prepared and the finished work
laid out to dry. This type of study is all too rare in the British Isles. He introduces the
reader to an 'Arabic' kiln type with two chambers, known only in this region of Spain: the
kiln has parallels in Egypt and Morocco.

The same author follows with a very different contribution entitled 'Gothic-mudejar
pottery from Valencia and the inspirations for its decorative motifs', an art-historical
perspective of these beautiful ceramics. (Tim Wilson's paper reminds readers that they can
feast their eyes on these lustrewares in the British Museum). The reviewer found this
perhaps the most inspirational ofall the papers, in part because there is nothing in northern
Europe comparable with Valencian ceramics, but also because little work has looked at 'the
background noise' ofdecorative themes in use on pottery in the British Isles.

Javier Marti and Josefa Pascual continue the Valencian theme, focusing on vessel
forms and assessing what cultural changes exist, and the case for continuity or disruption
between the end of the Islamic period and the beginning of the Christian period (second
half of the 12th and the mid 13th century). Kitchenware seems to imitate forms produced
in other production centres far from Islamic influences, suggesting that the tastes in food
and cooking recipes were not Arabic in origin either. However, other Almohade forms
were adopted and some tablewares look like precursors of the Saintonge pitchers from
south-western France (Fig. 15.5, nos. 6 and 7). The development of two styles oflamp will
strike a chord with British ceramic archaeologists. One quibble, though: the captions to
the figures in this section veered towards the minimalist and it was therefore difficult to
interpret the figures fully.

Scientific analysis of the famous 15th-century blue and white wasters from Manises is
presented by Elvira Aura and M. Teresa Domenech. Manises was the greatest ceramic
centre of the 15th century and inspired many imitators. Chemical and mineralogical
analysis using optical microscopy, a scanning electron microscope, X-ray fluorescence and
X-ray diffraction were carried out in order to develop a methodology for the characteriza
tion of the pottery.

The next region to the S., Murcia, reports on only three sites. The important medieval
ceramic production is outlined byJulio Navarro and Pedro Jimenez. Lustreware bacini on
the Italian churches have been identified as Murcian products reflecting the commercial
links between the kingdom of Ibn Mardanis and the Italian republic; he also exchanged
many gifts with Henry II of England. Innovative decorative architectural sculptures,
including supports for storage jars and jugs, hint at the sophisticated Arabic culture and its
concern with water and hygiene.
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The final contributions cover me enormous region at the southern tip of Spain,

Andalusia. Alfonso Pleguezuelo and M. Pilar Lafuente highlight the international
distribution which SeviUe gains at the end ofthe 16th century; the Italian community living
there may have been responsible for radical changes in pottery production. Changes in
taste, coupled with technical advances and new firing methods, using kiln furniture and
saggars, resulted in finer tablewares. The finding of red paste biscuitware from Portugal or
Extremadura (Merida type) in Seville is intriguing.

This brings to a close the Spanish contribUlions, and me potential ofSpanish ceramic
studies is dear for all to see. Much of the pottery is evocative ofMoorish Spain, contrasting
with the Gomic of the Nonh, and offering challenges for both the archaeologist and the an
historian. The number of regions that ha\'e offered synthetic studies and reviews is
heanening, and English researchers considering such studies would find much here that is
riveting, in particular the production centres, their workshops and ancillary buildings. The
pleas at the end of the volume for more integrated and comparative historical and
archaeological research in Spain may find sympathy in the British Isles too.

The third section, 'Spanish Medieval Ceramics in the British Isles', is more accessible
as it is presented in English; there is much valuable information here but space precludes
comments on every contribution in this section. Duncan Brown's paper is one of the very
few to combine stratigraphic information and ctuantification with details of fabric and
form, and as such stands out as a model for Spamsh colleagues. Several authors point out
that Spanish medieval pottery may not always be recognized, and London (as Alan Vince
notes) is no exception. A day-school on the identification ofSpanish vessels mighl do much
10 minimize this risk, perhaps held at the British Museum where examples of vessels from
London, Bristol and Poole are curated. Finally Christopher Gerrard and John Hurst set
out some sound directions for the future, ending with a call for communication between
archaeologists in Europe, best done through membership of the Medieval Pottery Research
Group and the creation ofan international type series at the British Museum in London.

Overall this important volume shows up Spain's very complex trade patterns and
strong re~onal ceramic traditions, and indicates that the future lies in multidisciplinary
studies. Similar volumes for France, Holland and Germany would be very valuable.

MAUREEN MELLOR

Mitiers du. hOiimoll tt tuhniqlUS dt constru.ltwn II Aix-m-ProlJt7U:t II lD fin de l'ijJoqw gothiqlU
(1400-1550). By Philippe Bernardi. 16 x 25 em. 501 pp., 81 figs., 60 tables. Aix-en
Provence: Universite de Provence, 1995. ISBN 2-85399-350-7. Price: FF325.oo pb.

This is in form a typical French thesis - systematic, highly formalized, and intended
strictly for academic eyes only. There is no index (a common failing of French academic
literature), and very little discussion of the archival sources upon which it is based, which
would be well known to the examiners but less so to other readers. More regrettably, not a
single one of the hundreds of contracts upon which it is based is printed in full, nor are
there biographical notes on any of the masons or other master·workmen concerned,
despite the fact that some of them enjoyed the title of'maitres des ceuvres de maconnerie
de Provence', while one (according to a tantalizing fooIDote) 'left a library ofa score of
pious and literary books'.

Nevertheless, this is a book which English architectural historians can contemplate
with envy and read with profit. What is enviable is the richness of the documentation in a
country where Roman Law entailed the registration of contracts before notaries, whose
registers have been carefully preselVed from the 15th century onwards. \Vhereas the total
number ofsurviving medieval building contracts for the whole of England is less than 200,
in Aix lhe author can choose to confine himself to a sample of gOD-odd for his chosen
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century and a half. Contracts for minor works could still be oral, but any substantial
agreement for building would normally be registered in writing by a notary.

Some ofthese contracts were for skilled labour, but the majority were 'prix-faits' (that
is agreements for task-work); the specifications ohhe work to be performed, and the details
of the remuneration to be earned, provide a mass of information about Proven~aJbuilding
practice at the end of the Middle A~es that has been skilfully and systematically analysed
by the author. Medieval Aix was buill chiefly ofstaDe, timber and plaster. Although there
were several quarries in the immediate neighbourhood, the best freestone had to be fetched
from further afield. This led to the ex.ploitation of a local deposit of gypsum and to the
prominence among the town's building trades of plasterers. At Aix, plaster was used not
only as a filling for partitions etc., but sometimes as a substitute for stone, e.g. in windows
and to make false ribs in vaults. Timber came mainly from the Alps. According to some
15th-<:entury contracts it had to be cut in certain phases of the moon, a practice advocated
by Palladio (1570). More remarkably, it was sometimes cut up by water-operated saws,
working 'night and day'.

It was not until 1463 that the building trades in Aix were organized into a confraternity,
membership of which was obligatory for anyone claiming to be a master workman. As this
was a religious as well as a trade association,Jews were automatically excluded, an early
manifestation of the anti·Semitism which ended in their expulsion from Provence in 1501.
Other matters upon which the notarial registers throw light are the status ofjourneymen,
the age and conditions of apprenticeship, and the employment of craftsmen from other
parts of Europe, chiefly from France, Italy and Spain. In the second halfofthe 15th century
the proportion ofltalian craftsmen rose to weJl over 20 per Cent of the workforce, a statistic
of significance in accounting for the introduction of Renaissance ornamenl. Many of them
were stuccaton from Piedmont.

About half of the book is devoted to the practical side of building, to such matters as
tools, drawings (mentioned in 35 contracts and in two cases actually surviving), plaster
floors for tracing, foundations, stone and timber walling, vaulting, windows, staircases,
mouldings and decoration 'a I'antique'. In specifying the last, secular patrons tended to
follow the example of the church. By 1510-20 such decoration was fairly generaJ, but 'it is
not until 1534 that a column is specified at the angle ofa building'.

This book is conceived as a study of building practice and technology in a late
medieval Provens:al town rather than as a contribution to the architectural history of Aix
in particular. There are therefore no fonnal histories of any of the buildings mentioned,
but there are illustrative diagrams of surviving examples of fenestration and mouldings
which can be related to the texts. There are also numerous tables analysing the information
provided by the contracts, a valuable glossary of Proven~ building tenns, and a useful
bibliography. Whether one is interested in building as a trade or in architecture as an art,
this is a book which provides a valuable insight into the operation of both, in what is now
part of southern France, from a rich and hitherto underexplored source.

nOWARD COLVIN

Eon)'day lift in MtdinJal England. By Christopher Dyer. 17 x 25 em. xvi + 336 pp., 12 figs.,
15 tables. London: The Hambledon Press, 1994. ISBN 1-85285-112-0. Price:
£35.00 hb.

Christopher Dyer's Everyday lift in Mtditval England is a collection of fifteen of his
major papers published since 1982, prefaced by a brief 'Introduction'. Two of these
('Dispersed Settlements in !'I'ledieval England: A Case Study of Pendock, Worcestershire'
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and 'English Peasant Buildings in the Later Middle Ages') were first published in MuJinJal
ArcluuoiDgy; the rest appeared in a variety of historical and archaeological journals and
monographs. Dyer has arranged these articles into four groups: settlement; standards of
living; social relations; and the market. Inevitably these themes run into one another, and
the archaeologist will find all of interest. Dyer comments that 'the common theme running
through the essays is an attempt to recapture and understand the way of life of ordinary
people' (p. ix), a theme that should be the goal ofall students ofthe past. Even where he is
discussing strictly non-archaeological evidence, Dyer's conclusions are germane to
archaeological inference. In discussing 'the consumer and the market in the later Middle
Ages' (Chapter 14), for example, his conclusion 'oflhe limited importance of the towns as
... locations for commercial contacts' (p. 279) holds deep implications for those wedded
to formal spatial analysis ofurban hinterlands.

Dyer's work on settlement pauerns is illustrated by two papers on settlement decline
and desertion, and his study of Pendock in Worcestershire. His demolition of the idea of
the 'retreat from marginal land' was long overdue when first published in 1989 and is
scarcely less valuable now. Similarly welcome is his critique of the lordship model of
settlement planning in the 8th-12m centuries. His suggestion thai 'villagers rather than
lords were responsible for the planning ofvillages and field systems' (p. I I) is controversial
and productive ofdebate moving beyond simplistic 'to~own' versus 'bouom-up' dogmas.

A tension running through these papers is that between nation (Medieval Engw.nt/J
and regionality. ~Ilany of the studies are based on the West Midlands, and the varying
'context of loeal agrarian and social systems' (p. 26; my emphasis) is rightly stressed. Yet in
several essays ('Power and Conflict in the Medieval Village' (Chapter I) and several of the
essays on diet) the nuances of regional difference are lost in a national picture. There is
also tension between the use of archaeological and documentary evidcnce. Dycr's
integration of the two 'sources' is careful; his work has pioneered the systematic use of
archaeological evidence in historical narratives. However, archaeological evidence is still
implicitly perceived asjunior or inferior to the documents. Take for example the assertion
that 'there can be no certainty in the mauer' of the planning of villages, since they 'date
back to before the period offull documentation' (p. II); as if the documents ever gave such
certainty! Any text, whether archaeological or documentary, has ambiguities, gaps,
resonances, silences, and 'certainty' is a property belonging neither to document nor
artefact.

A final tension is that of the theoretical perspective being used. Dyer rejects non
Marxist dcfinitions ofcapitalism, the classical Marxist definition having in Dyer's view 'the
great virtue of precision' (p. 306). Elsewhere, his assertion that 'people make their own
history, though ... they did not do so in conditions of their own choosing' (p. xiv) is, as
Dyer is certainly aware, not just an 'old adage', as he innocently claims, but can be read as
a sly paraphrase of Marx. In discussing order and conflict, he talks of 'ascending' and
'descending' principles of social power. There is reference here to a genealogy of Marxist
debate on the nature offeudalism, its origins and transformation, stretching back to Hilton
and beyond. It is a shame that such an implicit reference is not morc clearly spell out.

Dyer does conflate the potential contribution of the social sciences to the study of
history with that of large analytical categories and sociological theories of change
(pp. 306-15). This is a rather narrow view of current theoretical concerns. Increasingly
the social sciences are moving away from large·scale models, and talk more about theories
of agency and the individual, of material culture and its meanings, as well as about an
understanding of the way in which we write historical narrative in the present. This shift
has affected the practice ofearly modem histOry much more than the medieval period, but
nevertheless major figures like Dyer are surely aware of it. Seen in this light, for example,
Dyer's search for individual capitalists in the 15th century (Chapter 15) is misdirected;
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perhaps what we should be looking for is the emergence of particular kinds of social
practices that are capitalistic in nature.

The book lacks a much-needed conclusion discussing many of these broader issues. A
brief 'Introduction' does no more than touch on wider themes. A general picture ofDyer's
Middle Ages does emerge with careful reading, particularly when set against his book
Swndards 0/Liuing in the Later Middle Ages, but this could have been made clearer and more
explicit with a general concluding summary.

This reviewer does not agree with much ofwhat is said in this book. But it is possible
to dispute an argument while acknowledging its high levels ofscholarship, importance and
significance. In their readiness to take a dynamic view of the Middle Ages, to integrate
detailed work with wider concepts, and to relate archaeological to documentary evidence,
the papers in Everyday Lift are important statements of modern research into medieval
society.

MATtHEW JOHNSON

Arguments in Stone. Archaeological Research and the European TOwn in the First Millennium. (Oxbow
Monograph 29.) By M. O. H. Canrer. 18 x 25 em. ix + 123 pp., 27 figs. and pis.
Oxford: Oxbow Books, 1993. ISBN 0-946897-57-3. Price: £ I0.00 pb.

This little volume is derived from the Dalrymple Lectures for 1990. Martin Canrer
took as his theme the setting ofan agenda for the archaeological exploration of European
towns, asking the questions: what is urban archaeology? Are we doing it for good reasons,
and are we doing it in the right way? The answers that develop are in front of the reader
from the start, since the brief introduction makes it clear that this is a plea for the
reinstatement of scientific archaeological research over the random site selection and
unpublished excavations resulting from rescue archaeology.

The first chapter discusses what we value in European towns and defines them. There
is nothing very contentious here until we get to 'towns are an idea and an argument'. In
some times the political mood of the community is against tov,,"s, at other times it is in
favour of them. Canrer believes that this is the crux of the matter, that the idea ofa town is
not agreed; rather, it is a source of prolonged and continuing contention. The purpose of
urban archaeology is therefore seen to be the 'chronicling of the argument about towns
and urbanism' (p. 5).

The discussion which follows takes as its theme the way in which each generation
manufactures its own history and heritage, noting that heritage is there to be manufactured,
packaged and sold. This is not simply a phenomenon of our post-modern times but has
been happening since we first have records: the search for the bones of St Alban or King
Arthur; the great jubilee in Rome in 1300; the creation of 'antiques' as the Renaissance
gathered force. Then there are the different ways of doing archaeology over the last 200

years: the treasure hunt; the campaign to tell or confirm a story; the battles that had to be
fought to tell those stories, SOffie lost and others won: in Dublin, the city of London, York,
Marseilles, Bordeaux. Why? asks Carver. Because archaeologists had given these places or
sites no 'value', nor did they know how to do this. Urban archaeologists wanted scientific
data; all places could be made to yield data; therefore all places were equally valuable.
Only when politicians and developers refused to countenance this argument did
archaeologists begin to develop a research agenda. Canrer believes that the most
stimulating of these agendas was the economic/anthropological model of urban develop
ment posited by Richard Hodges for the first millennium in northern Europe.

The use of space by urban societies fOnTIS the basis of Chapter 2. The interaction of
the living and the dead and the way in which some expressions of political power in places
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can find expression several miles from monumental town centres is a theme here. The
argument expands from this to a plea for the study of towns within their regions or
economic hinterlands, and the importance of distinguishing local from regional trade
systems. Such a plea cannO[ but be music to the ean ofa geographer, ofcourse.

Chapter 3 takes these arguments into the difficult and elusive period of the 5th-8th
century and the 'continuity argument'. CalVer says that it is simply inappropriate to talk of
'decline': the period was 'different' from what had gone before. He takes the incaste/Jo.mmlo
of the Etrurian hinterland ofRome and the emporia of the Baltic coastlands as his examples
to show how power, and the economy, and ideas of living, were simply organized in
different ways in this period and in these places, so that what is required is a sensitivity to
these values and ways of doin~ things on the part of archaeologists. Above all, a research
strategy for this period reqUires urban, rural and maritime archaeology to be linked
together.

Urban symbolism forms the agenda for Chapter 4. The 'image of the city' is a fertile
research theme in a number of the social sciences but Carver is seemingly only vaguely
aware of this literature. That is a pity, because this chapter gets rather bogged down in the
symbolism of the tomb. The archaeology of the minds of townspeople is an important
theme, but it is more difficult to 'excavate' than many others.

The final chapter begins with a fuUer statement of the research agenda that Carver
sees for urban archaeology in Europe, but it is mainly a working-out of the ways in which
that agenda can be reconciled with the demands of modem, market-driven urbanism. It
therefore concerns itself with project definition, legislation, management, and the
consequences for the archaeological profession, which will see the death of rescue
excavations and the retrenchment ofarchaeology in the universities.

All this is stimulating stuff, exactly what a good lecture series should be: polemical,
controversial and thought-provoking in equal measure. One would expect nothing less
from Martin Carver. It makes a good read, too: readers will disagree with some ofwhat he
says, but that is all right; that is what academic research and debate is about - a struggle
about ideas and seeking for evidence to affirm or overturn accepted paradigms. Above all,
ifyou are an educator, get your students to read it and argue about it; I shall.

TERRY R. SLATER

Medieval CD'amu Studies in EngJo.nd. A &uiewfor Eng/ish Her£kJge. By Maureen Mellor. 22 x
30 cm. vii + 76 pp., 3 figs. London: English Heritage, 1994. ISBN 1-85074-483-1. Price
not stated, pb.

In 1991 the Medieval Ponery Research Group (M.P.R.C.) was commissioned by
English Herilage to prepare a sUlVey of medieval ceramics studies - including work on
building materials - in England. This was in keeping with the English Heritage policy of
encouraging statements on particular fields of study which provide insights into the
strengths and weaknesses ofcurrent work and a suitable base for future decision-making.
This volume offers the results of the survey with a number of recommendations for the
future.

Appendices provide information on the structure and methodology of the sUlVey and
the responses received (Appendix t), a discussion ofsome of the general findings, notably
those concerning geographical lacunae and the end of the medieval tradition (Appendix
2), an overview of the work and key reports by region (Appendix 3), and a summary of the
potential regional research topics and projects identified by the survey respondents. An
extensive and very useful bibliography is offered. The discussion of the end of the medieval
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tradition seems to have been added because of the 'medieval' brief of the survey, and it
shows the chronological differences be{v,reell the main regions. It is perhaps to be regretted
that post-medieval ceramics were excluded from the survey, first because the regional
differences suggest how complex the phenomenon of transition was, and secondly because
as a rule, most specialists involved in medieval ceramics studies also work on later material.

In a series of short chapters, the main body of this slender volume discusses the
background, development and current situation of medieval ceramic studies, including
tiles and other building materials; the main contributions of medieval ceramics to
archaeology (chronology, technology and production sites, trade and socio-economic
indications); ponery research and processing (research designs, classification, terminology,
recording systems, assessment and integration with other disciplines); publication,
including archives; the requirements of the profession, including standards, status, training
and facilities; and the fUlure of ceramic studies (research designs and priorities at the
national and regional levels). All this leads to a series ofconclusions and recommendations.
These concern specific needs: suitable research designs with local, regional, national and
international frameworks; national standards (processing, tenninologies, etc.); regional
surveys of ceramic potential, key documentation and processing tools; and national
bibliographies through computerization of the annual bibliography published by the
M.P.R.G. in MtdioJal CtrfJmic.s.

Surveys of this kind are bound to please some practitioners and upset others, who feel
that their particular concerns are less well represented than they should be. Indeed the
grapevine has it that the report did lead to some debate. But the present volume has very
much to commend it. The responses to the questionnaires and the discussions in the
regional group meetings seem to be fairly representative, and as far as the present reviewer
can see, the resulting report is very well balanced. It provides a well-documented insight
into quite a few endemic problems which are rapidly creating serious difficulties for future
work - not only in this particular field - and addresses many of the major concerns in a
suitable way. lbroughout, it also pays due attention to the importance of bridging the
many regional and chronological gaps in our knowledge of medieval ceramics in England.
Also it tells us much, not only about the state of research in this particular field, but also
about the nalure and types ofwork carried out so far.

The survey clearly indicates that typology, technology, dating, provenancing and
distribution remain major concerns of medieval pottery studies. Put othelwise, the more
descriptive approach is still the most common one, and this notwithstanding occasional
references to other questions where the pottery functions more as a historical source in its
own right. This can be linked to the fact that - with a few exceptions - more theoretical
concerns which influence a major part of academic archaeological research do not figure
very prominentJy in medieval pottery studies or indeed in medieval archaeology as a
whole. :vlellor mentions this in passing, suggesting that over the past fifteen years 'the
theorelical approach to the subject has changed little, and the body of questions in
existence is not sufficient to allow specialists to move forward' (p. 25). The present reviewer
feels that this perhaps deserved more detailed comments (and also a more direct approach
in the questionnaires) because it is essential if medieval ceramics are to be considered a
fully fledged historical source ralher than a simple dating tool, an indicator of some fonn
of contact or exchange, and/or a collection item. The issue is addressed in a somewhat
indirect way when the need for suitable research objectives and designs (at local, regional,
national and internalional levels) is discussed. Evidence for the Continent suggesls thal
there are many and complex reasons for this lack of interesl in theory in medieval
archaeology, among them the somewhat problematic relationship between history and
archaeology, as well as some deficiencies in the basic training ofarchaeologists. But equally
imponam are the practical circumslances in which work on medieval ceramics - and for
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that matter on any other category of sites or finds, be they medieval or later - is to be
carried out. The present survey clearly indicates that this is among the major problems
facing the discipline, and that the current practices and timescales ofcontract archaeology
preclude studies which go beyond description, classification, dating and a few general
comments. When discussing work required at local and regional levels, Mellor quotes one
of the most telling survey responses: 'For someone working on short-term contracts, there
is no time to go to the library or consider whether the methodology is appropriate' (p. 26).
This doubtless applies also to the problem of the role of theory in (medieval) ceramic
studies. But at the same time, it is an indictment of the way archaeology is organized and
functions, driven by projects, contracts and rescue and management operations rather
than by research concerns. It can ofcourse be argued that the current socio-economic (and
ideological) context does not readily allow for purely theoretical and academic research
concerns. But as in all other sciences and disciplines, the question is not one ofalternatives,
but rather ofsuitable and efficient balances or compromises. 'Applied' research cannot but
become fairly sterile and even irrelevant if it is not flanked and indeed supported by
suitable research designs and theory, on the one hand, and a work environment ofa morc
or less reasonable nature for the research workers involved. The practical efficiency of
archaeological research and management - including assessments - as well as
archaeological knowledge are at stake here.

Therefore somc of the conclusions formulated by Mellor could not come at a better
time, and to some extcnt transcend the field of medieval pottery studies. This is particularly
true in the case of the proposals related to research designs, reasonable career structures
and continuing training and development opportunities, as well as regional artefact
research centres where the much-needed stahle expertise would remain available and not
be squandered, as it is now, through people rapidly leaving the field and moving to other
areas,jobs or fields. This is indeed very important, considering the time and effort needed
to build up the necessary expertise in any particular geographical area and/or research
discipline. As long as some of these minimal conditions are not implemented, medieval
ceramic studies risk becoming a continuing process of constant rediscovery of things
already known.

It is worth mentioning that the survey will interest not only those working on medieval
ceramics in England but also others working on the Continent. English medieval ceramic
studies already have a fairly long tradition and are reasonably well-establishcd, not least
through the unwavering effort of pioneers such as Gerald Dunning andJohn Hurst, and of
many who followed their lead. The M.P.R.G. equally has contributed significantly to the
field, not only through its publications but also through creating a viable forum for the
continuing exchange of information, views and ideas. Therefore quite a few specialists on
the Continent will peruse this report, and some of them will not be too surprised to see that
many of the problems which seem to plague medieval pottery studies at home exist in
comparable forms in England. The present survey could perhaps have profited from
looking at the situation across the English borders, though this was not the brief of the
report. But it will be of help to specialists abroad, pointing out a numbers of problems and
potential dangers as well as proposing a number of reasonable and viable solutions for the
future. The present reviewer would have liked to see the problem of theoretical work
addressed more directly, but this does not detract from the value of this very useful and
well-documented report. It should be acted upon, and should also be kept in mind by all
those - including continental specialists - working on other categories of finds as well as
medieval ceramics.

FRANS VERHAEGHE
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A S/ia Through 1ime. Dendro(/lrono/()gy and PTtcision Dating. By M. G. L. Baillie. 19 x 25 cm.
176 pp., 66 figs. London: Batsford, 1995. ISBN 0-7134-7654-0. Price: £25.00 pb.

This book is an account of the recent history ofdendrochronological studies, ofwork
in progress and of avenues of future research. It is written by Professor Baillie, one of the
foremost exponents of this scientific an, who has worked at Queen's University, Belfast
since the 1970s. The first two chapters look at the principles upon which dendrochronology
is based and the patient process by which chronologies were compiled in Europe, providing
precise, absolute dates over some seven millennia. Much has been written about the
radiocarbon revolution and prehistory, but here is a second revolution, offering undreamt
of precision: the last year of the Neolithic Sweet Track from the Somerset Lt:vels can now
be dated to B.C. 3807, for example.

But whal of medieval archaeology, the study of a period already littered with
documented dates and the chronologies ofkings? Chapters 3, 4, 6 and 8 provide the main
meat for readers of this journal, and should be read by all of them. There is much ofmajor
importance summarized here, albeit in a style that, driven by enthusiasm, has a tendency
to lapse into the colloquial, and a research content which, while noticeably 'Belfast
centric', none the less runs from Santorini to the Shang Dynasty.

This book gives an episodic rather than a comprehensive account of the development
of medieval dendrochronology, highlighting the cautionary tale surrounding Dr Fletcher's
infamous Master Chronology 18. This was built up at Oxford from samples taken from
dated panel paintings in order to provide an English medieval chronology, but it was
subsequently shown that the panels sampled were all cut from imported Baltic timber (an
early example of the benefits of dendro-provenancing). However, an English medieval
master curve was ultimately developed by dendrochronologlsu working in London and
Sheffield, using timbers recovered from archaeological excavations.

The pattern of tree·ring development is more than a mere dating mechanism:
precisely because the pattern has identifiable chronological signatures, it is clear thai the
samples are also recording patterns of environmental change. Climatic reconstruction
based on tree-ring data is now a real possibility. It is reponed that maximum late·wood
density in conifers has been studied as an indicator ofsummer temperature, for example:
when such measurements were considered on both American and Fennoscandinavian
tree·ring chronologies, a cycle of temperature change involving cooling to C. A.D. 1140,
rapid wanning to 1160, and then subsequent cooling was identified. As for further work,
research on an isotope-based study relying on the ratio ofoxygen-I 6 to oxygen·18 in wood
cellulose is seen as 'one of the great under-exploited areas ofclimatic research' (p. 139).

The established chronologies can also reveal periods of major rebuilding or a
construction hiatus (or, more correctly, a period for which no matchable samples with long
ring-sequences have been found). Professor Baillie uses evidence from the 14th and 15th
centuries to show how the Black Death is clearly represented in the tree-ring record: the
Lubeck chronology shows a construction phase terminating in 1350, with little new work
until 1425, after which the timbers used are short-lived, wide-ringed specimens. Arguing
from such evidence, Professor Baillie suggests that the tree-ring data already collected can
identify periods of woodland depletion and subsequent regeneration. This in turn can be
argued to reflect significant changes in population levels (although other explanations are
possible); earlier, less well-documented outbreaks of plague might thus be identified.

The reader can then judge how well all these strands bind together, with the
consideration ofsuch matters as the A.D. 536 Narrow·Ring Event. Research instigated by
the discovery in 1980 that an ice core from South Greenland (Dye 3) seemed to show
evidence ofa major volcanic evenl in A.D. 540+/.10, while dendrochronological studies
have identified restricted growth in trees in A.D. 536-37, as represented by a very narrow
ring shown clearly in ring sequences from fifteen regional chronologies from Ireland,
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Scotland, England and Gennany. They all show an abrupt effect in 536, with a recovery
and reduced growth thereafter. In addition, the Fennoscandinavian tree·ring temperature
reconstruction suggests that 536 was the second coldest summer for 1500 years.
Documentary evidence records that the Jusunian Plague 'started' in the Mediterranean
area in 542 and extended as far as Ireland by 545- It has been suggested that these events
may all be related: a major volcanic eruption (or perhaps a cometary impact) throwing up
a dust veil which restricts the growth of plants, leading to failed harvests, a weakened
population, and then plague. Whatever the cause or the precise chain of events, there can
be no doubt that 'something momentous took place around A.D. 540': reduced growth in
(TeeS (and therefore in other plants and crops) is evident in tree-ring chronologies in
Europe and United States, and there were recorded famines in China and across the
Mediterranean, while the Ang{q-Saxon ChronicLe records anomalous eclipses in A.D. 538 and

54°·
Given that a momentous event did occur, then might it not have had profound

repercussions on the social, economic and political life of the British Isles? Would it not
make a worthwhile project for a team of medieval archaeologists to model changes in
landscape, society, burial practice and changing trade contacts in the 6th century
specifically to test that proposition? (Not, I hasten to add, an exercise in simplistic
monocausal determinants.) As far as this reviewer is aware, the true significance of the A.D.

536 Narrow-Ring Event has never been subjected to a searching examination, certainly
not in the pages of this journal.

Dendrochronology instigated a revolution in precision dating for post-Roman
archaeologists in the late 1970S and Bos, not leasl with the provision of an independenl
dating framework for medieval ceramic dating. Further deveJopments such as dendro
provenancing and particularly dendro-ecology and dendro-dimatology are on the
threshold of reworking medieval archaeology in the late I99OS, provided that we are
prepared to accept the challenge and work with such pioneers as Professor Baillie.

GUSTAV MIL1\'E

SagaJ and Popular AntiqlUlrianism in lulandic ArchlUOlogy. (Worldwide Archaeology 10.) By
Adolf Fridriksson. 16 x 23 em. ix + 212 pp., figs. and pis. Aldershot: Avebury, 1994.
ISBN 1-85628-709-2. Price: £35.00 hb.

This little book, only 192 pages long, deals with a major theme - the relation
between literature and archaeology. Although it is set firmly within the context of Icelandic
archaeology and thus gives the reader an unsurpassable introduction to the history of the
discipline in that country, read against the backdrop of European archaeology it shows
how nationalism and cultural history have affected archaeological research to an extent
much greater in both depth and duration than we are familiar with in Britain. Whatever
the particular historical conditions for this, it is a needful reminder of the different
traditions of archaeology that exist and the different agendas they possess. But more than
that, it is also a long-term case study of the uses of written and oral sources in the
interpretation ofarchaeological remains.

The book is set out in six chapters. The first gives a general introduction and
background to archaeology in Iceland. The core of the book is devoted to detailed studies,
in four chapters, of particular areas in which archaeological research and literature are
historically intertwined:!rehistory, religious and administrative sites, and farms. In each
section sites are discusse in detail with plentiful illustrations, revealing how literature (e.g.
the Sagas) and folklore have guided the identification, excavation and interpretation of
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these sites. They are often linked wilh panicular literary events; for example, a site at
Ikrgthorshvoll in southern Iceland has been interpreted as the fann of jall (of Njal's
Saga) and when it was frrst excavated in the 1880s traces of burning were said to relate to
the burning ofNjaIl (r' 173)·

This example, 0 which there are many, is not perhaps so unfamiliar; how many times
have burn I deposits on early Roman sites in East Anglia been related to the Boudiccan
revolt? But in Iceland the whQlt landscape has been ascribed an historical value which derives
from literature and folklore. The burden of such an ascription weighs heavily on
contemporary archaeologists, as Fridriksson's book testifies, and it is not surprising that
recent scholars have tried to break free armis burden. Tot mat the use of such literature
has been totally uncritical, as Fridriksson shows, exhibiting the depth ofhis understanding
of the subject; but as he concludes in the sixth and final chapter, what archaeology in
Iceland needs now is not to abandon its literary heritage - indeed, he often show'S how
difficult Ihis is even for those who recently claim to have broken free - but rather to
address the issue squarely. The problem lies, not in using literary sources in archaeological
interpretation, but in how they are llsed.

It is at this point that the book tantalizingly SLOpS; despite a few examples, the future
direction of Icelandic archaeology and its relation to literary sources are left open, and one
would have wanted a more positive suggestion from the author on the next step. Does his
sUlVey suggest no possible paths? Perhaps the key message to come out of Fridriksson's
critique is that literary sources do not just dominate a high level of understanding oflhe
archaeological evidence but actually establish the tenns in which much of me low level of
data is configured. Such a close relationship between archaeology and literalUre requires
an incredibly difficult labour of unpicking, a process which Fridriksson's book begins;
however, while he identifies the levels at which this relationship works, his reading is
ambiguous. For example, he uses the term 'literary analogy' in several places and discusses
it most extensively in the introductory chapter (pp. 12-16). In particular we might stress
his definition of analogy as a 'conscious attempts to explain or imerpret an "unknown"
object by comparison with a "known" object sharing similar attributes' (po 14). What is
ironic in this definition is that practically all his examples of the uses of literature in
archaeological interpretation are not really employing analogy; rather a direct identification is
being made between archaeological and literary evidence. It is perhaps in a more explicit
recognition of this difference, and an explanation of analogy, that a future path may be
broken in discussing how such literary sources are used. Fridriksson's book is certainly of
great significance for Icelandic archaeology, and one eagerly a..•..aits the arrival of his next
work which may perhaps indicate how literary sources will be used in archaeological
research in the future.

GAVIN LUGAS




